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Examiners studies show

Most fatal accidents
are related to alcohol
By BRENDA C. COLEMAN
Associated Press Writer
CHICAGO (AP) — Studies by
three medical examiners indicate up to 90 percent of fatal
highway accidents involve
drivers who have been drinking
even though they might not be
legally drunk.
"Medical examiners have
said for' years that the rate of
alcohol involvement in motor
vehicle accidents is far higher
than has been supposed," said
Dr. Robert R. Stivers, medical
examiner in Fulton County, Ga.
"We're coming up with
documented figures of 91 percent. That scares people."
A federal agency maintains
that drunken driving is involved
in only 50 percent of all fatal accidents, but that includes only
drivers who are themselves
fatally injured.
Stivers was among three
medical examiners who provid-

ed figures to the Skokie-based
College of American
Pathologists for the report.
Of the three studies, only one
offered statistics showing the
number of drivers who were
legally Intoxicated. Silvers'
study found that in 46 accidents
In which blood alcohol tests were
taken of the drivers involved, 91
percent had been drinking and
84 percent were legally
intoxicated.
Dr. Donald J. Nollet, medical
examiner for the northern half
of St. Louis County, Minn.,
reported that of 31' traffic
fatalities in his area during 1981,
only three resulted from what he
Calls "real accidents" — cases
where no driver had been
drinking.
' "I don't believe people here
drink more than people
anywhere else," he said. "I
think whatever is true here is
true throughout the nation."
Dr. Joseph C. Rupp, medical

examiner for Nueces County,
Texas, said figures in his area
support the findings of Stivers
and Nollet.
However, James C. Fell, a
research scientist with the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration in Washington:
said, "I suspect their samples
were biased."
The 50 percent mark has been
a consistent finding by the
NHTSA reporting system, which
compiles data from 50 states,
the District of Columbia and
Puerto Rico, Fell said in a
telephone interview last week.
Stivers said, however, his
figures are based on a one-year
sample in his county of all
drivers involved in fatal accidents — not just drivers who
are killed. Only fatally injured
drivers are included in government figures, he said.
"A lot of times, it's the drunk
driver who lives," Stivers said.

Air Illinois to resume flights
following recent cancellatio
CARBONDALE, Ill. (API —
Air Illinois will resume flights
Saturday for the first tithe since a federal probe of Its.
maintenance standards prompted cancellation of all flights,
but the airline's survival reMains ill doubt, airline President Roger Street said today.
Street said Air Illinois lost
"well over" $1 million since it
grounded its 13-plane fleet
December 15 after an FAA investigation raised questions
about the airline's maintentance
standards.
"It'll take us three or four
months to determine whether or
not we can pull completely out of
this," Street said.
Street said at a news conference that jet service from
Waterloo and Cedar Rapids,
Iowa to Chicago's O'Hare InternationW Airport would resume
Saturday. Other jet service
would resume next Monday, he
added.
Air Illinois might never
resume some of its routes but
might take on new ones, Street
said. He declined to be more
specific.

When the 'airline halted oerations, it laid off 195 of its 230
employees. Street said that as of
Saturday the airline will be
employing 95 people.
Street said he expects the
airline to be recertified after it
completes training and proving
flights today and Tuesday. In
proving flights, pilots
demonstrate their ability to deal
emergency situations.
The FAA probe was prompted
by the Oct. 11 crash of an Air Illinois flight near Pinckneyville,
Ill., that killed 10 people. Street
said the National Transportation Safety Board would resume
hearings on the crash next
month in Washington, D.C.
Street said he doesn't believe
Air Illinois will be back to its
"previous size and scope of
operations for at least six
months."
"The whole key is how fast we
can get passengers back,"
Street said. "If we fly a couple of
weeks and don't haul anybody,
it`ll be tough."
Street said, however, that he
expected passengers would
return to the airline. Before its

shutdown, Air Illinois was c rrying about 1,100 passengers
daily on 120 flights.
At a news conference, Street
said jet service to the airline's
other markets, including Springfield, Champaign, St. Louis
and Evansville, Ind., will
resume Monday. The airline's
nine turbo-prop planes will be
back In the air late this month or
early in February, he added.

TRIMMING A TREE — Collins Cline, Paducah, trimmed several branches
from a tree on North 5th Street this
morning, while other workers from Asplundh Tree Expert Co. loaded
the cut wood onto a truck parked below. According to a spokesman on the ground, the company works throughout
western Kentucky for South Central Bell
Telephone

Overcoming accident helped self-confidence

Tammy Melendez is Miss Kentucky-USA
By RUTH ANN COLEMAN
Staff Writer
"It's wonderful. I still can't
believe it and I still can't sleep,"
says 23-year-old Tammy
Melendez who was crowned
Miss Kentucky-USA Saturday
night.
A native of Greenville and the
daughter of Ray and Pat
Melendez, she has been a Murray resident for six years. She
was chosen from a .field of 22
competitors from across the
state after being judged on
poise, personality and beauty.
Three areas of competition —
swimsuit, evening gown and
personal interviews with five
judges — were used to determine who would be the next Miss
Kentucky-USA.
Commenting on the last
several months of preparation
for the event, Melendez says she
was "a nervous wreck" and concentrated on dieting and

physical conditioning to become
physically fit for the swimsuit
competition, which she says was
the most "nerve-racking" part
of the competition.
She also spent a great deal of
time searching for just the right
evening gown to "flatter my personality and my figure," she
says.
But preparing for a state
pageant title has not been the only thing on her mind.
Melendez is a senior at Murray State University working on
majors in both radio-television
and speech and theatre and she
is employed by radio station WSJP as sales and public relations
representative.
As the 1984 Miss Kentucky USA, Melendez will represent
the Commonwealth in the national Miss USA competition in
May in Lakeland, Fla.
Along with her title she
receives an expense-paid trip to

the national contest, a $500 wardrobe from Snyder's, a $500
scholarship from the Kentucky
Oaks Mall Merchants Association, a $350 diamond ring from
Rogers Jewelers, ',roses from
Flowerama and luggage from
JCPenney.
Photo and autograph sessions,
such as the one held in her honor
Sunday at Snyder's in Kentucky
Oaks Mall, will become common
occurrences for Melendez during the next 12 months as she
travels the state making special
appearances. She will frequently represent JCPenney and
Snyder's department store
chains during the year.
JCPenney and Snyder's are
joint sponsors of the national
Miss USA contest.
Melendez began competing in
beauty contests at the age of 17
when she was crowned Miss
Muhlenberg County. But in 1978,
(Continued on Page 2)

Reagan's task force not able to
substantiate hunger allegations

HORSE KISSED — Dunker, Murray State mascot. makes friends
with a young Ricer fan during a brief interlude in Saturday's home
pine against Kentucky State. The Racers and Dunker kept the crowd
of 3,923 Vitertained with a 106413 victory over KSU. Tonight the
Racers holt Fredonia State in a 730 game at Racer Arena.
Stet photo by Jim Rector

Staff Photo by Greg Travis

By MARGARET SCHERF
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan's
task force on hunger said today it has "not been
able to substantiate allegations of rampant
hunger" but has no doubt there is some hunger in
America.
"We cannot report on any indicator that will
tell where and by how much hunger has gone up
in recent years," the task force said in a report.
"But we have also found that for the vast majority of low-income people, the private and public
parts of the income maintenance and food
assistance efforts are available and sufficient for
those who take advantage of them.
"We have not been able to substantiattallegaLions of rampant hunger," said the re0art, a
draft version that forms the basis for discussions
by the 13-member group in its first public
meeting, held to ratify a formal report to the
preside
/tit.
The group held seven hearings around the
country since being named in September by
Reagan, who has said he was puziled by reports
of hunger in the nation.
Critics have charged that the Task Force on
Food Assistance was preparing to whitewash administration policies. One member of the group
predicted "very heavy discussion and debate"
before a final document is approved for presentation to the president.
"Since general claims of widespread hunger
can neither be positively refuted nor definitively
proved, it is likely that hunger will remain as an

Issue on our national policy agenda for an indefinite future," the report said.
The report also said that budget cutbacks initiated by the Reagan administration have not
cut food aid to the truly poor, and that the
presence of soup kitchens and food banks "does
not imply the failure of federal food assistance
policies, as some have argued."
National surveys "have not uncovered any
maj6r problems deriving from under-nutrition"
the report said
"I feel that it's going to need very heavy
discussion and debate," John Driggs. a former
mayor of Phoenix and head of a national food
bank network called Second Harvest, said
earlier of the draft report
"I don't see it as something that's ready for approval," said Driggs, a task force member.
In what is considered its most controversial
recommendation, the report proposes that
"Congress make participation in existing federal
food assistance optional for the states."
Under that proposal, a state would get the
same proportion of federal food assistance
money it now receives, but in a lump sum to be
_
allocated as it sees fit.
"The task force believes that recipients of food
assistance could benefit by allowing each state to
determine the appropriate mix of food
assistance programs for its residents, as well as
the eligibility requirements for participation in
the program," the report said.
States would be given the option of continuing
(Continued on Page 2)

Tammy Melendez

snow tonight
Tonight: Periods of rain
changing to snow before morning. Lows around 30. Winds
becoming north at 10 to 20
mph.
Tuesday: Slow clearing
windy and cold.
Temperatures falling through
the 20s.
LAKE LEVELS
3154.7
Lake Barkley
Kentucky Lake
354.6
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Calloway speech team opens
1984 with victory in Paducah
After a December vacation,
the Calloway County High
School speech team opened
January in a winning style, at
the Paducah Tilghman Speech
and Debate Tournament
Saturday.
Calloway County took,,five of
the eight first-place individual
awards and qualified 21 team
members for the final round.
The Lakers recorded 83 points
to capture first-place
sweepstakes. Henry County
came in second with 23 points,
and Knoxville Farragutt was
third with 18 points.

First-place honors were won
by:
Mike Keeling, Lincoln Douglas Debate; Allen McClard, Boys Extemporaneous
Speaking; Sherri Mills,
Dramatic Interpretation; Molly
Imes, Humorous Interpretation;
Candi Glass, Prose.
Second place honors were won
by:
Evy Jarrett, Lincoln-Douglas
Debate; Jody Lassiter, Boys Extemporaneous Speaking; KeW
Burkeen, Original Oratory;
Elizabeth Bailey, Dramatic In,
terpretation; Wendy Parker,
Humorous Interpretation; Lori

PA

Yarbrough, Prose.
Third place honors were won
by:
• Jeanne Carroll, Girls Extemporaneous Speaking; Tim
Weatherford, Original Oratory;
Stephanie Welch, Prose.
Other finalists were: Mikal
Grimes, Melissa Herndon, Steel
Tidwell, Mary Hansen, Jeanne
Darnell, Mark Pool and Carrie
Paschall.
The Calloway County speech
team would like to thank
everyone who supported the annual citrus fruit sale. Your help
was greatly appreciated,"
Coach Larry England said.
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Six killed in ambush south of Beirut;
Marines tighten security measures

Police said rival militias were
engaged in battles with mortars,
rocket-propelled grenades and
machine guns this' morning in
the Kharroub region, 20 miles
south of Beirut and three miles
from Israel's front line along the
Awali River. Police said all six
casualties were civilians.

H

Despite the fighting, Lebanon in September 1982.
negotiators met again today in
Navy helicopters today landed
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, in an eftroops on the broad sidewalk of
fort to resolve final details of a
the boulevard stretching betproposed security plan that
ween the British and U.S. Emwould disengage Lebanon's warbassy
buildings instead of the
ring factions and stabilize an
previous landing zone at a beach
often-broken cease-fire.
below the road where Sunday's
In west Beirut, the Marines
attack occurred.
moved their helicopter landing
zone several hundred yards nor- ' The half-mile stretch of the
thward on the main seafront
boulevard between the two emboulevard following a guerrilla
bassies is sealed off by waistattack Sunday that killed a
high concrete barriers and manMarine. He was the 258th vied by Marine guards on both
member of the U.S. contingent 'sides, while the former landing
of the multinational force killed
zone about 500 yards southward
since the Marines arrived in
is guarded by Lebanese troops.

unger...(Continued from Page 1)

under the current system, or accepting a block
grant containing food stamps, school lunch and
breakfast programs and the special feeding program for poor women, infants and children.
That would represent a major change in the
giant food stamp program, which generally acts
as a leveler to minimize variations in welfare
payments among the states. In states with low
cash welfare programs, poor people currently
can get larger allotments of food stamps.
"We have not had testimony or documentation
about the impact of such a far-reaching proposal," said Driggs, adding that he would have
"great concern about such a fundamental
change."
In general, the report acknowledges the existence of hunger in the United States, but says
there Is no way of knowing how widespread the
problem is or whether it is increasing, the source
said.
The document reportedly contains proposals
that could increase aid for some. But Robert
Greenstein, director of the Center on Budget and
Policy Priorities, said reported recommendations would cause overall reductions of $1 billion
to $2 billion in federal food assistance over five
years.
Greenstein is a former administrator of food
programs in the Carter administration. The
center describes itself as a non-profit research
and analysis group financed by foundations and
church groups.
Other proposals said to be in the report would:
• Penalize the states for costs due to errors in
the food stamp program - exceeding 3 percent.
Current law would penalize errors over 5 percent
starting in 1985.
• Raise the maximum amount of assets a

food-stamp family could have from $1,500 to
$2,000 and increase benefits to recipients in 1985
from 99 percent to 190 percent of the Agriculture
Department's "thrifty food plan." Greenstein
said the latter would add an average of 80 to 90
cents per month for each recipient.
• Make all those who live together apply for
food stamps as one household, even though they
may be separate families who don't share food
costs.
Greenstein has said that the task force appeared to be preparing a political document,
designed to exonerate Reagan administration
policies and proposals.
"If that were to happen, it would only be by
happenstance," said John Raisian, executive
clirector of the task force.
_
Currently, nutrition programs totalabout $15.3
billion a year, of which $12 billion goes for food
stamps. The remainder generally goes to child
nutrition programs, such as school lunches.
The task force was created last September by
Reagan, who said he was perplexed by accounts
'of hunger "in this great and wealthy country."
The issue was given added political momentum when presidential counselor Edwin Meese
III said some people who eat at soup kitchens do
not need the charity and that he had seen no hard
evidence of child hunger.
Reagan has said his administration is "doing
more to feed the hungry in this country today
than has ever been done by any administration."
If there are hungry Americans, the president
said in a December news conference, it may be
"through their own ignorance of what's
available" in welfare programs or because of
"bungling, bureaucratic-wise" in distributing
federal benefits.

Melendez...
(Continued from Page 1)
shortly after coming to Murray,
she was involved in a tragic
automobile accident that claimed the life of one of her best
friends and left her hospitalized
for almost a year with a broken
neck and pelvis.
Recovering from such serious
injuries and trying to overcome
the mental anguish associated
with the accident have contributed a great deal to the
young woman's self-confidence
and success — not only in
pageants but also in her career

and educational endeavors
.
," she
Says.
She returned to MSU in 1978
and since then has served on the
homecoming court, as Miss
Watermelon Bust and as field
commander for the 1VLSU band.
In 1982 she began her duties at
WSJP while continuing her
education at Murray State.
"The accident made me turn
around and look at my life. I
decided I had to further my
education and get into good
physical and mental condition,"
she said.

Melendez says her hobbies are
teaching music, swimming, golf
and cooking. She hopes someday
to become a model.
She was sponsored in the state
contest by Rickman and
Norsworthy Building Supply,
D&W Auto Supply, WSJP,
Rudolph Tire & Alignment and
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet.
Murray has been her home for
six years and Melendez says she
is looking forwasd to representing Murray as well as Kentucky
during her reign as Miss
Kentucky-USA.

ATTENDS CONFERENCE — Dr. and Mrs. A.H. Kopperud attended the Kentucky Library Association Conference recently in Louisville. Margaret Trevathan, director of Calloway County Public Library and outgoing
president of the Kentucky Library Association, is pictured with the Kopperuds at the end of the conference banquet. Dr. Kopperud has been a Calloway County Library Trustee for over 20 years. He has served as treasurer
most of those years and has held many regional, state and national offices relating to libraries.
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Lavelle receives six-month sentence,
fined $10,000 for lying to Congress
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Former Enviromental Protection Agency official Rita Lavelle
was sentenced today to six months in prison and fined $10,000 for
lying to Congress about her
handling of the government's
$1.6` billion toxic waste cleanup
program.
Ms. Lavelle, 26, could have
been sentenced to a maximum
of 20 years and a fine of $19,000.
U.S. District Judge Norma H.
Johnson told Ms. Lavelle before
handing down the sentence that
the judge had considered "the

University sets
reading program
for spring
The 1984 Murray'gate University spring reading program for
students in grades one through
12 will begin Feb. 1, meeting
each Monday and Wednesday
from 3:30 to 4:20 p.m. The program will continue through
April 23.
The program offers individualized reading instruction
designed for remediation or
enrichment of reading needs or
interests.
Areas of instruction include
readiness, work recognition,
comprehension, reading in subject matter areas, study skills,
rate of reading and fluency.
Instruction is supervised by
Dr. James B. Carlin, division of
reading at Murray State.
There is a $40 fee for the program but no child will be denied
services for lack of ability to
pay, Carlin says. Those wishing
to enroll a child in the program
should call 762-2446.

Fiscal Court
to meet Tuesday

9

The Calloway County Fiscal
Court will meet at 1 p.m. Tuesday in the judge-executive's office in the Calloway County
Courthouse.
Fiscal Court meetings are
open to the public.

fact that you violated your
public trust ... and the fact that
you cannot still admit to
yourself the injury you caused
the federal government ... and
all the citizens of this country."
Ms. Lavelle's lawyer, James
Bierbower, had asked that she
not be incarcerated or fined but
ordered instead to perform community service, possibly for
charitable organizations in her
home state of California.
"I don't think jail would
benefit the public here," Bierbower said.
For the government, Justice
Department attorney Q. Allen
Carver asked,the judge to require at least some time behind
bars. He said the court should
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recognize "that public officials
have a very high responsibility
... and can't fob it all off later by
saying ft was all a mistake."
Of the more than 20 EPA officials who left under a cloud of
accusations last winter, Ms.
Lavelle is the only one indicted
and the first appointee of
Reagan's administration to be
found guilty of a crime.
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She was indicted last August
by a federal grand jury on
charges of lying about her dealings while at the EPA with her
former employer, AerojetGeneral Corp., and of lying
when she denied playing politics
with the "superfund" cleanup
grants.
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Elvis fans celebrate star's
49th birthday anniversary
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) —
Elvis Presley fans held parties,
ate birthday cake and sent cards
and flowers to the grave of the
rock 'n' roll star to mark the 49th
anniversary of his birth.
Surrounding his grave in a
small garden at Graceland, his
former residence, were two
dozen stands of brightly colored
flowers arranged in the shape of
hearts, a pink Cadillac and a
Christmas tree.
"Wishing you a happy birthday, Baby." said the card on a
flower arrangement from the
We Remember Elvis Fan Club
of Pittsburgh, Pa.
White carnations _ arranged to
spell "49" were sent by Sharon
Reardon of Detroit, and an arrangement shaped like a star
came from the New Jersey State
Association For Elvis Presley.
Eight hundred fans came to
pay their respects Sunday at
Graceland, the ticket office said.
Those touring the mansion
received squares of'blue-and
white cake.
Bill DeNight of the Burning
Love Elvis Pretney Fan Club of
Streamwood, Ill., said six
members of his organization
came to Memphis to mark the
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birthday of the entertainer who
died six years ago. There had
been more on the anniversary of
Presley's death last August, but
at this time some people
couldn't get off work and the
weather was bad, he explained.
DeNight and 82 other
representatives of Presley fan
clubs throughout the nation attended a party Saturday night at
Graceland. They watched an old
home movie of a birthday party
for Presley and listened to songs
performed on the piano he
played the morning of his death.
They also ate a dinner made up
of Presley's favorite foods —
green beans, roast beef and
corn.
The party included a musical
program by composer Ben
Weisman, who wrote 57 songs
used in Presley's various
movies. Brixey said the piano
Elvis played shortly before his
death was brought out of storage
for the affair.
Presley, who was known to
keep late hours, had played racquetball until6 a.m. the morning
of his death, then peiformed two
songs on the piano, said Brixey,
"Blue Eyes Crying in the Rain"
and "Unchained Melody."
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CORN AUSTINS
FAMOUS CLEARANCE SALE NOW IN PROGRESS
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BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) —
U.S. Marines tightened security
today following an ambush
which killed an American corporal, and police said six people
were killed in new fighting between Druse and Christian
militiamen south of Beirut.
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agree or not

Israelis face
discontent in
South Lebanon
AP News Special
All Ghadar welcomed Israel's invasion of
Lebanon in June 1982. He took advantage of the
unofficial peace to visit the Jewish state and met
socialljr with Israeli army officers.
Now, however, the 52-year-old Shiite Moslem
merchant says Israel has lost the confidence of
local residents and he predicts more Lebanese
will take up arms against Israeli troops unless
changes are made quickly.
"The Israelis are killing the life of the city.
People here can't take any more," Ghadar said
Sunday in his second-floor shop filled with lamps
and rolls of wallpaper.
Outside, Israeli armored vehicles rumbled
down Riyadh Solh Street, the main artery in the
Mediterranean port city of 150,000.
The Israeli army, fearing car bomb attacks
along its main supply route, has forbidden parking on the street. On Saturday at least two unattended cars were shot up by Israeli soldiers in armored vehicles, residents said.
"Why drive tanks and trucks down the main
street? There are other roads and this is killing
the life of our city. I ask you, would they like it if
somebody drove tanks down Ben Yehuda Street
(in Tel Aviv)?" said Ghadar.
There has been a recent upsurge of anti-Israeli
guerrilla attacks, encouraged by local Moslem
clergymen. Israel has responded by steadily
tightening its control of roads and bridges that
link southern Lebanon with Beirut, 25 miles to
the north.
At the Awali River, people streamed across
the bridge on foot past tanks and barbed wire in
both directions. Cars, taxis and trucks loaded
with merchandise crossed more slowly, one
every 10 minutes or so.
There were women balancing unwieldy
bundles on their heads, children pushing
wheelbarrows of personal belongings and men
struggling to open bulging suitcases for
inspection.
"Sure people get angry. They wait a couple of
hours and they lose patience. So do I if I have to
wait to have my bags checked at an airport in
Europe," said an Israeli officer who declined use
of his name.
.
"Soon we hope to have a shuttle service of
taxis to take people across and our new facility
will be able to check eight cars or trucks at a
time," the officer said, referring to a new crossing station under construction along the seacoast
nearby.
A young militiaman estimated 5,000 people and
300 to 400 vehicles crossed the bridge daily between 7 a.m. and 5 p.m. The independent Tel Aviv
based Jafee Center for Strategic Studies
estimates 6,000 vehicles and 15,000 to 20.000 people cross the Awali daily in normal times.
Ghadar said he used to travel to Beirut on
business several times a week before the Israelis
began to clamp down on the crossings after a
Nov. 4 truck bomb attack near Tyre which claimed 29 Israeli lives.
Now he said merchants were importing their
goods from Cyprus instead of by truck from
Beirut. "I'm not bringing in anything. As you can
see, there is no business," Ghadar said, waving
at his empty shop.
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Kentuckians get the message
FRANKFORT — Kentuckians
concerned about major legislation,
more money, for education this
legislative session should have
received the message last week.
When Gov. Martha Layne Collins
announced she would name a committee to study the situation and
report in December, normal
growth in money is about all that is
coming until 1985.
Any other major legislation
restructing the education system in
Kentucky might as well wait on the
money bill so it all can be put in a
cohensive package.
Why delay the inevitable until
1985?
All 100 House members and half
of the Kentucky Senate (19) must
run for re-election this year. The
primary was changed by the 1982
legislature from May to the fourth
Tuesday in August this year and
the November election will be the

usual first Tuesday after the first
Monday.
Passing tax bills isn't the way for
legislator to earn votes, and they
want a year for the voters to forget
before the next election.
When the Arkansas governor and
two other state officals told Kentucky legislators last week how
they passed more money for their
schools, it was a preliminary pep
rally to condition Kentuckians for
the inevitable next year if they
want their school improved.
The old axiom of "You get what
you pay for" applies to education
just as it does in any other transaction. But that's not the only criteria
for getting the money's worth.
Diligent shopping and selecting the
best available is just as important
as the money.
A greater portion of critcism
about the condition of our schools
has been directed toward the

classroom teacher in recent years.
Only a part of it lies there, and
Kentuckians should be willing to
recognize it.
Only in recent years has pay for
classroom teachers been adequate
in comparative terms with other
jobs, not counting the time and cost
necessary to qualify for the
teaching profession.
Even today, the major super
markets are paying full-time experienced clerks in Kentucky more
than most of the classroom
teachers get in a year, and this is
not meant to cast any shadow cin
the clerks.
There is a difference though. If
the super market merchandise
doesn't measure up to expectations, it can be returned. A child
can't be rerun through 12 years of
schooling again if he didn't get
what he should have in the first
place.

looking back

business mirror

by john cunniff

Giving makes you feel good
NEW YORK (AP) — Give until it
hurts? That doesn't say it quite
right.
Americans give money, time and
effort because they want to give,
because they view it as a way to
preserve their society, because
they believe in self-help and
mutual obligations, because their
religions teach them to.
Eighty-six percent of Americans
over age 16 are contributors to
charities. The average annual contribution by families is about $360,
and families with incomes under
$20,000 provide one-half of all individual versus institutional
giving.
Even familres with incornts
under $5,000, which almost certainly means their needs exceed their
abilities, give an average of $230 a
year, helping to swell the total of
giving and volunteering to more
than $100 billion a year.
Ninety percent of giving is by individuals, with corporations and
foundations accounting for a mere
5 percent each.

Some people are inclined to
disbelieve the pervasiveness of
voluntary efforts and some are inclined to think some of the figures
might be exaggerated for income
tax reasons.

Living individuals in 1982 contributed $48.69 billion, and left
another $5.45 billion in bequests.
Foundations gave $3.15 billion, and
corporations $3.1 billion, for a total
of $60.39 billion.

Research, however, shows a
"slippage" between claims and
receipts of only 2 percent, says
Brian O'Connell, president of the
Independent Sector, a national
coalition of voluntary organizations, foundations and
corporation.

Giving, of course, is only part of
the story, and perhaps not the
larger part. Volunteers donated 8.4
billion hours of time and skills,
Which the Gallup organization
estimated to be worth about $64.5
billion.
In the past 15 years, says O'Connell, the number of volunteer
outlets has jumped, with the
development of 6,000 to 7,-000
hospices for the terminally ill,
mutual help organizations for victims of diseases, conservation
causes, women's rights, Hispanic
rights, immigrant rights, nuclear
power control.

O'Connell, source of most of the
figures used here, wants
Americans to feel good about their
voluntary performance, and so the
Independent Sector and the Advertising Council have launched an
upbeat ad campaign for 1884.
O'Connell maintains the independent sector — the third sector, lying between the public and private
sectors — is extremely healthy today. Not, he says, that "organizations are well-to-do," but that the
voluntary impulse is growing.

So many organizations and
causes that O'Connell observes
that "people today are organized to
deal with every conceivable human
condition."
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Let's share the blams and there
is plenty to go around.
For those who blame the
teachers, how through the years
could one expect to get the best at
bargain basement prices Kentuckians have been willing to pay?
As for the colleges who are blaming the primary and secondary
teachers, who taught these
teachers? Let the colleges take the
blame for the snap courses they require in the education field.
One of the major sectors in
education that has escaped
criticism to date is the publishers.
Right now they are pushing computers and all kinds of gimmicks to
increase their sales. They're looking for new products all the time.
One of the worst curses ever
foisted on a child is the work book
that encourages him to make a
choice for his answer by encircling
or underlining a word or phrase.

Heartline is a service for senior
journals published by the
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
American Medical Association.
questions and solve problems. If you
Researchers from the New
have a question or a problem not
England Deaconess Hospital,
answered in these columns, write to
Boston, found no abnormal cardiac
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
activity among 13 patients who
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
participated in a comparative
receive a prompt reply, but you must
study of three 28-day weight loss
include a see-addressed, stamped
diets varying in energy ciantAnt
envelope. The most useful replies will
from 450 to 820 kcal per day -and
be printed in this column.
employing both good quality proHEARTLINE: I am 55 years old.
tein (from egg albumin or meat
My daughters had a friend who lost
and vitamin/mineral supplementaa lot of weight on a liquid protein
tion. The findings suggest "that the
diet. Now they want me to go on
arrhythmias seen in subjects in lithis diet, which is totally fasting exquid protein diets may have
cept for the liquid protein, water
resulted from mineral' malnutriand diet drinks. I intend to ask my
tion or from problems inherent in
doctor about it, but wanted to know
the protein source used," say
if you had any recent information
Stephen D. Phinney, MD,PhD,and
about this type diet. Anything will
colleagues
be appreciated. H.S.
-- Individuals subsisting entirely on
ANSWER: Lack of essential
liquid protein preparartion tend to
minerals may be the case of the
suffer significant depletion of their
fatal cardiac arrhyttimias that
bodies' stores of potassium,
have been associated with liquid
magnesium, calcium and
protein diets, according to a report
phosphorus, the researchers say
in the December Archives of InterThis occurs because the refined
nal Medicine, one of nine specialty
protein (hydrolysed collagen) adds

few of these nutrients to their diet
A deficiency in one or more of these
minerals can cause or contribute to
neuromuscular irritability with the
potential for serious disease and
death, the researchers point out
All of the study participants lost
significant amounts of weight on
their semistarvation regimens.
While such diets alone do not
guarantee weight maintenance,
the researchers say, they can be
used to bring a patient rapidly to
his or her goal weight and as an adjunct to a multiphasic program using behavoral modification techniques and excerise. The safety of
such ultra-low calorie diets,
however, depends on close
monitoring of medical personnel
Safety also depends on use of tissue
protein sources, such as lean meat,
fish or poultry, rather than refined
protein, /JO daily supplementation
with sodium, potassium and the
recommended dietary allowances
for the major and trace minerals,
the researchers say.
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Ten years ago
Freezing temperatures and snow
have plagued the local area for the
past few days causing many
cancellations.
Gingles Wallis was named to a
three-year term on the Board of
Directors of Kentucky Pharmaceutical Association. Mrs.
Wallis was named Auxiliary
President.
Tammie Miller, 13, eighth grade
student at Lynn Grove, and Randy
Neale, 11, fifth grade student at
Kirksey, have been named as
Calloway County winners in 1973
Conservation Essay and Poster
Contests respectively, according to
Albert Wilson, chairman of the
Calloway County Conservation
District.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Vetter III, Jan.
5, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Dale Colson, Jan. 5, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Jackie Jones, Dec. 29,
Miss Judy Fitts, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Fitts, and Chet
Guillory, son of Mr. and Mrs. Oreli
Guillory of Eunice, La., were married Dec. 8 at St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
Twenty years
PFC Ronnie England now is stationed with the U.S. Army at
Bonholder, Germany. He is in the
Field Communications Division.
Mr. and Mrs. Gardie Lassiter of
New Concord celebrated their 60th
wedding anniversary on Jan. 7.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Brooks Duncan on
Jan. 2.
Tsd Sykes, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Dick Sykes, is a medical student at
Tulane University, New Orleans,
La.
Supt. Leon Smith of McCracken
Schools spoke at a meeting of the
Calloway County Teachers
Association on Jan. 2 at Calloway
County High School, according to
Carman Parks, president.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis J. Boyd and
children, Beverly, Beda, Garth and
Bettina, of East Lansing, Mich.,
have been the guests of their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Conner and Mr. and Mrs Bernice
Boyd.
Thirty years ago
The Rev. Harrywood Gray,
minister of First Christian Church,
will begin a series of sermons on
the general theme of "Courtship
and Marriage" on Jan. 10.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. P.B. Hinman, Jr., on
Dec. 30.
Rue Overby talked about "The
Church In the Community" at a
meeting of the Cora Graves Circle
of the College Presbyterian Church
at the home of Mrs. Albert Tracy.

letter to the editor
ASC committee
says thank you
To The Editor:
The Calloway County ASC Committee and Office Personnel would
like to take this opportuity to express our gratitude and appreciation, and to say "thank you" for the
fine cooperation we received from
your paper the past year.
It was through the prompt and
courteous service of the Ledger &
Times that kept our farmers Informed with timely information on
farm programs.
We wish for each of you the very
best for this New Year.
Sincerely,
David E. Riley. Jr., CIED
Calloway County ASC3 Office

.
•

DATEBOOK
Auditions scheduled

Ministers will meet

Student auditions for principal parts in a Murray State University production of Gilbert and
Sullivan's ever-popular comic opera, -The
Pirates of Penzance," are scheduled on Tuesday
and Thursday, Jan. 17 and 19, from 7:30 to 9 p.m.
In the Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle Fine Arts
Center, MSU.They are open to any Murray State
student with stage or singing experience.
"The Pirates of Penzance," a full staged production with orchestra, will play April 12, 13 and
14 in Lovett Auditorium. Performances will be
conducted
1..,
by Dr. Gerald L. Welker and the
horus master will be Stephen Rosola.ck, both
m mbers of the MSU music faculty. Anyone
wishing to obtain additional information about
tie auditions or the production should contact
Dr. Carl Rogers in Department of Music at
762-4288.

.,\

Skating on Tuesday

Meeting at center
The Murray Preschool Corporation will meet
Tuesday, Jan. 10, at 7 p.m. in the classroom in
the Early Childhood Education Center, Murray
State University campus, North 16th Street.
Following the business meeting an address will
be given by Faye Austin on "Child Health and
Medical Problems."

Lupus society will meet
The West Kentucky Chapter of the American
Lupus Society will have its monthly meeting on
Thursday, Jan. 12, at 7 p.m. in Classroom No. 1 of
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. Dr. Joseph Bassi
will be available for an informal question and
answer period. The public is invited to attend.
The meeting will be canceled if the roads are
hazardous, said Betty Kay Mathis, chapter
secretary.

Artcraft Photography
Wedding Photographs
Custom Framing
Film Processing
118 South 12th St.

The Murray-Calloway County Ministerial
Association will meet Wednesday, Jan. 11, at
1:30 p.m. in the dining room of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. Ed Chrisman of the
Murray-Calloway Chamber of Commerce will be
the featured speaker. All interested ministers
are invited to attend, according to Dr. David
Roos, president.

Free tests Wednesday
Free blood pressure tests will be given Senior
Citizens on Wednesday, Jan. 11, from 11 a.m. to 2
p.m. at the Hazel Community Center. Edythe
Frantz and Lola Carroll will conduct the tests,
according to Annette Burnham, director of Hazel
Senior Citizens program. The center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. with lunch to be served at
noon.

Board plans meeting

A skating party, sponsored by Carter and
Robertson Parent-Teacher Organization, will be
Tuesday, Jan. 10, from 6 to 8 p.m. at Roller
Skating of Murray. The cost will be $2.50 each
(includes skates) for students with parents to
skate at a cost of 25 cents each. All parents and
Interested persons of the Carter and Robertson
PTO are urged to participate in this special fund
raising event.
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The Mission Board of Ellood River Baptist
Association will meet Thursday, Jan. 12, at 6
p.m. at the Memorial Baptist Church. Supper
will be provided by the host chuKch.

Circles plan meetings

Mirrray Ledger a Times

Coming community events
Monday, Jan.9
Monday, Jan.9
Sigma Department of
Calloway Band
Murray Woman's Club Boosters will meet at 7
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at p.m. in band room of
club house.
Calloway County High
School.
Alcohoics Anonymous
and Al-Anon will have a
Tuesday, Jan. 10
closed meeting at 8 p.m.
idomemakers Clubs
at First Christian will meet as follows:
Church, Benton.
Countryside with Wanda Henry at 10 a.m.;
Jackson Purchase Paris Road with Mattie
Audubon Society will Buster; New Promeet at 7 p.m. at Broad- vidence with Gail Hemway United Methodist don at 1 p.m.
Church, Paducah. For
information call
Murray TOPS (take
753-9385.
off pounds sensibly)
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
Exercise
- Group will at Health Center.
meet at 7 p.m. at Murray Moose Lodge.
Calloway County
Parents Anonymous
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
For information call
762-2504, days, 763-6089,
753-4126 or 753-8987,
evenings.

Tuesday, Jan. 10
meet at 9 a.m. with
Novella Morgan.
Murray Lions Club is
scheduled to meet at
6:30 p.m. at Murray
Woman's Club House.
Alcoholics
Anonymous will meet at
8 p.m. in west side of
Livestock and Exposition Center.
Murray Star Chapter
No. 433 Order of the
Eastern Star will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at lodge
hall.

Social Security
Representative will be
Chapter of American
at Robert 0. Miller
Red Cross will meet at 5 Courthouse
Annex from
p.m. at Calloway Public
10 a.m. to noon.
Library.

Wednesday, Jan. 11
tucky Affiliate 'to
America Heart Association, will meet at 10 a.m.
In the home of Anna
Stahler.
Murray State University Libraries will be
open from 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m.
Exercise will be at 7
p.m. at Murray Moose
Lodge.
---L.I.F.E. Youth Group
will mee at 7:30 p.m. at
Calvary Temple
Church.
Activities at Westside
Baptist Church will be
fellowship meal at 6
p.m.; teacher training
at 6:30 p.m.; prayer service and mission groups
at 7 p.m.; adult choir
practice at 8 p.m.

Officers of Murray
Northside Baptist Moose
Lodge will meet
Church Women will at
7 p.m.
Baptist Ch- urch. For in- meet with Judy Jones at
Events at First
7 p.m.
formation call 753-1854.
Murray State Univer- Presbyterian Church
sity Libraries will be will be choir practice
Murray Christian open
January Bible Study
from 8 a.m. to 4:30 and youth group at 6:30
will be at 6:30 p.m. at Women's Club will have p.m.
p.m. and session meting
a prayer coffee from
First Baptist Church.
at 7:30 p.m.
9:30 to 11 a.m. at the
Murray Optimist Club
Ceramics Class will home of Karen Greer,
Events at First Chrissponsor an
will
1702
Plainview.
meet at 6:30 p.m. at
tian Church will be
Oratorical Contest for
Westside Baptist
Youth Club dinner at
boys and girls, age 16
Murray
Branch
of
17hurch.
5:30 p.m. followed by
American Association and under, at 7 p.m. in
meeting, and Bethel Biof University Women Special Education
ble Class II at 7 p.m.
will meet at 7 p.m. in Building, Murray State
Community Room of University. For inforJoint meeting of WMU
North Branch of mation call Bill Rouse.
Council and Baptist
Peoples Bank.
Women Group Leaders
Senior citizens acwill be at 4:45 p.m. at
Senior Citizens lun- tivities will be at 9:30
First Baptist Curch.
cheon will be at 11 a.m. a.m. at Dexter Center;
at Westside Baptist from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Exercise Class will be
Hazel and Douglas
Church.
at 11 a.m. at First Bapa.m.
Centers; from 10
to
tist Church.
Young Baptist Women 3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
of Westside Baptist
January Bible Study
Church will meet at 7
Murray Preschool will be at 6:30 p.m. at
p.m. in home of Carol Corporation will meet at
First Baptist Church
Turner.
7 p.m. in the classroom with fellowship supper
of Early Childhood to be served at 5:45 p.m.
Hattie Lee Galloway Education Center, MurWMU Group of Westside ray State University.
An Altar Guild TrainBaptist Church will
ing Session will be at
meet at 7 p.m. at
Carter-Robertson' 10:30 a.m. at St. John's
church.
Parent-Teacher Episcopal Church.
Organization will have a
Group I of CWF of skating party from 6 to 8
First Christian Church p.m. at Roller Skating of
will meet at 10 a.m. in Murray.
CLUB SPEAKER-Stuart Poston, left, administrator of Murray-Calloway County
NEW YORK (AP) the home of Mrs. Walt
Hospital, is congratulated by John Emerson of the Murray Civitan Club for his
Those
who bring
"
Apperson.
speech on Thursday evening, Jan. 5. Poston used as his theme,"Facts About Your
Wednesday, Jan. 11
lawsuits of dubious
Local Hospital." Poston and Emerson both are natives of Ripley, Tenn. Ronnie
Murray-Calloway
Group III of CWF of County Ministerial merit should be
Pool, program chairman for the local Civitans, is at right. Pool announced that the
First Christian Church Association will meet at prepared to pay the
annual Civitan Clergy Appreciation Night will be Thursday, Feb. 2, at 7 p.m. at the
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at 1:30 p.m. in dining room defendant's attorney's
Homeplace Restaurant.
fees if they lose," says
home of Sheila Shaw.
of Murray-Calloway
attorney Howard
County Hospital.
Breindel.
Mothers Morning Out
Breindel, a member
will be at 9 a.m. at First
Pottertown
Brownie Troop No. day Party on Dec. 2 at
Also the troop had its United Methodist Homemakers Club will of the law firm of Solin &
Breindel, says he
3055 of North Calloway Curris Center, Murray own holiday party on Church.
meet at 10 a.m. at Colrecently sought and won
Elementary' School State University.
Dec. 13 at the school.
onial House
attorney's fees from a
recently, held its InCircles of First United Smorgasbord.
plaintiff in a case his
vesture Service.
Methodist Church
---firm successfully
Eighteen girls were
Women will meet as
South..Pleasant Grove
Invested into the troop.
follows: Bessie Tucker Homemakers Club will defended for an oil
Girl Scout Troop 1201 State University.
They are as follows:
of North Calloway
The troop also had a with Eleanor Diuguid, meet at 1:30 p.m. in company.
The judge ordered the
Amy Alexander, Elementary School at- party on Friday, Dec. Maryleona Frost with home of Martha
payment after ruling
Angela Brown, Keila tended the Murray 16, at the home of the Virginia Douglas and Butterworth.
the plaintiff's conduct in
Edwards, Regina Gyan, Neighborhood Core groop leader, Sandy Alice Waters with Irma
bringing the case was
Kelly Ann Hale, Kelly Holiday Party on Fri- Anderson.
La Follette, all at 9:30
Harris Grove
Breindel
"frivolous."
Dawn Hale,
a.m.
Faith Doran will Homemakers Club will
day, Dec. 2.
One new member,
says, "Forcing the
Angela Helm, Emily
The event was in Cur- Carrie Kuehn, also was not meet this month:
meet at 10 a.m. at Ellis
plaintiff to pay the
Helton, Ginger Hicks, ris Center, Murray present for these events.
Center. Each one should
defendant's legal costs
Kristi Hill, Jennifer
Ladies Bible Class of bring a sack lunch.
In frivolous cases should
Jones, Ankela Peal,
Seventh and Poplar
help discourage
April Peal, Susan
Church of Christ will
Circles of First United
Potts, Sarah Stallons,
meet at 9:30 a.m. at Methodist Church - lawsuits of this kind and
thereby help reduce the
Victoria Turner, Lisa
Members and guests Walston, Sue Hall, An- church.
Women will meet as
tremendous volume of
Warner and LaDon of the Countryside nie Fuson, Faye Ward,
follows: Wesleyan with
Homemakers Club met Patricia Ward.and RobWilson.
Singles Class will Alice Koenecke at 7 litigation in the U.S."
The troop attended on Tuesday. Dec. 13, for bie Hale.
meet at 7 p.m. at p.m.; Hannah with
the Murray Core Hon-, breakfast at Pagliai's.
Seventh and Poplar Suzanne Keesler and
Guests present were
Gifts were exchanged
Church of Christ.
Ruth Wilson with
LONDON (AP)- The
and secret pals were Stephanie Ward and TifVirginia Hale, both at British Rail network,
fany
Hale.
revealed. Names were
January Bible Study 7:30 p.m.
not known for the puncdrawn for 1984 secret
The club will have a will be at 6:30 p.m. at
tuality of its trains, will
pals.
potluck luncheon on First Baptist Church.
Free blood pressure issue free watches to its
Members present Tuesday, Jan. 10, at 10
tests will be given from 20,000 engineers to help
were Carolyn Enoch, a.m. at the home of Mrs.
Group I of First Bap- 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Wanda Henry, Monica Henry.
Church Women will Hazel Community them keep track of the
tist
._
timetables, officials
Center.
said.
--"Obviously a train
Senior citizens ac- cannot depart on time if
tivities will be frozzl
e0 the driver arrives late,"
a.m. to 2 p.m. at
siild a British Rail press
and Douglas Centers.
officer.
A British Rail report
Twice
for
16
o
weeks
week
central seeder 7111.3314
Murray Baas Club is said about 70 percent of
Children
scheduled to meet at the express trains reach
Tm...dm; & Thitrsibr(
7:30 p.m. at Sirloin destinations within five
oo p m
4-00
-Stockade.
minutes of scheduled
--times while other trips
Murray-Calloway are often later or
I rws(hrt• & Theirselm:
County Heart Unit, Ken- canceled.
.5:00- 6:30 p m
Circles of the First United Methodist Church
Women will meet today, Tuesday and Wednesday. The Mattie Bell Hays Circle met today at
9:30 a.m. at the church. Tuesday at 9:30 a.m. the
Bessie Tucker Circle will meet with Eleanor
Diuguid, the Maryleona Frost Circle with
Virginia Douglas and the Alice Waters Circle
with Irma La Follette. On Wednesday the
Wesleyan Circle will meet with Dr. Alice
Koenecke at 7 p.m., the Hannah Circle with
Suzanne Keeslar and the Ruth Wilson Circle with
Virginal Hale, both at 7:30 p.m. The Faith Doran
Circle will not meet this month.

Ruling listed

Brownie Troop, North invested

...

North Scout Troop meets

Ong. $88 to $95. Now $44 to $47.50
Full-length quilted coats for cold
weather warmth. S-M-L

Countryside Club meets

Watches given

0
r.
5

tiallet Class

NVinter Semester

One (loss per Week
560 00 for entire Semester
Installments of S16 00 per month
Two Closes per Week
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Anderson -Farris wedding Sunday

Cranberries featured in turnovers

By CECILY
Milk
sugar.
BROWNSTONE
In a medium bowl
To use our method: in
AP Food Editor
with a wooden spoon
a food processor with
At this time of year a beat together the butter
the metal blade process
cook's fancy may turn and cream cheese
until
half the orange wedges
Mr. and Mrs.
to using a holiday food, blended. Gradually
stir
until finely chopped;
Theodore O'Bryan of
still on hand, in a new in the flour until blendadd half the apple
Benton announce the apway. That's what we did ed. Turn out onto a
sheet
wedges and process unproaching marriage of
with some leftover of saran and shape
into
til the apple is fairly
their daughter, Ms.
cranberry orange about a 4-inch square
;
fine. Empty the mixture
Rose Anderson, to
relish.
wrap tightly; chill until
into a container. With
Ronald Farris, son of
That relish — in- firm enough to handle
.
the metal blade, chop
Virgil Leon Farris and
vented many years ago
On a prepared pastry
half the cranberries unMrs. Dorothy Wager,
by a New York City cloth with a
prepared
til fine; add to the
both of Murray.
home economist — has stockinet-covered
rollorange -apple mixture
The bride-elect is
become a classic ing pin, roll dough
so it
with half the sugar and
employed at Nedas
American offering at is just a little
larger
stir well. Repeat with
Beauty Salon, Benton.
Christmas time, and it than a 12-inch square
.
The groom -elect is
CRANBERRIES— An il- the second batch of
has been used in many Trim edges; save
the
employed at General
lustration by E.B. Sanders orange, apple, cranberways. But interestingly trimmings to
make an
Tire and Rubber Co.,
from
"An Outdoorsman's ries and sugar. Before
enough, we were unable extra turnover.
Cut the Guide
Mayfield.
•
to Edible Wild using, tightly cover, and
to find a recipe using it 12-inch square into
nine Plants
refrigerate overnight.
The wedding will be
in
North America,"
as a filling for baked 4-inch squares.
To use your own lefsolemnized on Sunday,
by Alyson Hart Knap
pastry turnovers. A
Drop about a tablestover Cranberry Orange
Jan. 15, at 3 p.m. at the
(Paguri
an
search through our poon of the Cranbe
Press).
rry
Relish or some made by
Hamlet Baptist Church,
large collection of Orange Relish off
ed,
center
cored
, medium our recipe as a filling for
located east of Benton.
leaflets and booklets on each square
. Fold McIntosh apple (cut into the Turnovers, drain
The Rev. Terry Powell
plus several books on each over to make
a 8 wedges); a 12-ounce enough to make 2-3rds
will officiate.
cranberry cooking and triangle; press
edges bag (3 cups) cranber- cup and stir in 2 teasA reception will follow
lore revealed no tur- with fork tines to
seal ries and 1 to 1% cups poons all-purpose flour.
the ceremony.
nover recipes in which well. Prick each
top
All friends and
even plain cranberries with the fork in
4
relatives are invited to
appeared.
equidistant places.
attend the wedding and
The next step, Place, well apart, on
an
the reception.
naturally, was to ungreased cookie sheet;
develop a turnover brush tops with
a little
recipe in my own kit- milk.
chen. Here it is for your
Bake in a preheated
By LOUISE COOK
consideration.
425-degree oven until
AP Writer
Cranberry Orange
A consumer who cries "Help!" may get a lot of
golden brown — 15
Relish Turnovers
minutes. Remove with a answers these days, but finding someone who
Rose Anderson to marry Ronald Farris
1/4-pound stick butter wide spatula. Serve
hot can actually do something about the problem
cup), soft
may be another story, and the government is tryor warm.
3-ounce package
ing to make things easier.
Makes 10.
cream cheese, soft
There are company consumer represenNote: In my kitchen
1 cup unbleached all- our original Cranbe
rry tatives. Industry-wide associations whose job inpurpose flour
Orange Relish called for volves the consumer. State and local licensing
Cranberry Orange 1 unpeeled, seedless boards to protect the consum
BARDSTOWN, Ky. the blacksmith's shop.
er. Courts. Agenorganization has had to for using part of the,
(AP) — Bardstown enRelish, well drained medium orange (cut
The development's beg and borrow to get as buildin
in- cies. Organizations. Institutions.
as
g
a
playho
use
,(see Note)
joys the reputation of non-profit sponsor,
Now, the U.S. Office of Consumer Affairs has a
to 8 wedges); 1 unpeelOld fat along as it has.
or exhibition hall. But a
being one of central Bardstown Village Inc.,
116-page guide to the maze. It covers people and
.
He said the group major obstacle is the
Kentucky's foremost envisions the attract
places, names and numbers, in business and in
ion hopes to purchase the possibility that it will
tourist towns, with "My as one that will provid
govern
ment, at different levels, all watching
water
e
plant and sur- take a lot of money to
Old Kentucky Home," new jobs for the town,
over some aspect of your rights.
as rounding land as soon as renovate the building to
the Talbot Tavern and well as add dollars to
The "Consumer Resource Handbook" is
its finances can be worked meet current fire safety
the St. Joseph Cathedral economy.
available, at no charge, from the Consumer Inout. Tentative plans call standards.
representing its
formation Center, Pueblo, Colo., 81009.
Dr. Harry Spalding,
historical heritage.
The guide says there are some basic steps for
president of the
Thousands of visitors organization, says much
almost all complaints.
BOSTON' (AP) —
flock to the Nelson of 1983 wag devoted to
First, complain to the seller. If that doesn't
in the intestine so that it
Yogurt has been a
County seat each year to behind -the-scenes
work,
contact the company that made the prois
absorb
ed.
People defieffavorite dairy food in
be escorted through the forts that included
cient in lactase suffer duct. After that, try an industry dispute proelecthe Middle East for cenFederal Hill mansion tion of officers and
gas, diarrhea, bloating gram, the Better Business Bureau or a state or
acturies, and scientists
that inspired Stephen quiring the option
local office. Still no luck? Try a federal agency or
and cramps.
to
now say they know why:
Foster to write "My Old purchase 1.3 acres
But
yogurt
, because it use a trade association dispute program. Finalon
The creamy, sour food.
Kentucky Home" and which Bardstown's
contains the lactase en- ly, you can consider going to court.
old
contains an enzyme that
the cathedral, center of water plant is located
Here are some of the organizations and instituzyme, literally digests
.
makes yogurt,easier to
the first Catholic The • organizers
Itself, according to the tions you can go to for aid or information along
also
digest than milk for
diocese west of the spent a lot of time
researchers' report in the road to sccessful problem-solving:
lining
millions of adults.
Alleghenies.
* Third-arty dispute-resolution progra
up financial help and
the New England Jourms
And that means the
They can quench their hunting for materials
set up by industry. Association staff people
nal of Medicine.
act
snack
could serve as a
thirsts at Talbot with which to build
"Most of the Third as informal mediators to try to settle complaints
the
good source of protein
Tavern, built more than structures.
World is lactase defi- between consumers and businessmen or comfor poor people
200 years ago, or visit
Common interests —
cient, and there's a high panies. If they can't work out an agreement,
everywhere because it
one of the bourbon such as preserving the
incidence of starva- they'll refer you to an independent panel or perdoes not cause the indistilleries in the gently town's heritage while
tion," Kolars said. "If son for a ruling. Before you get involved, find out
testinal discomfort
rolling nearby hills of providing a boost to
yogurt was taken as op- whether the ruling is binding.
the
often associated with
the area.
* Better Business Bureaus. The BBBs are
economy — drew the
posed to other milk promilk, the researchers
Later this year, group together.
ducts, they would pro- non-profit organizations sponsored by local
said today.
charter buses also may
The association is opbably be tolerated bet- businesses. There are about 150, across the counThe finding "substanbe stopping at a timistic about its
ter and would be a good try. Services vary with location, but include intiates a feeling people
development whose chances of success,
source of protein and formation on products, on company reliability
have that somehow
sponsors say will repre- Spalding said, clutching
and on past complaint-handling performances.
other nutrients."
yogurt is good for you,"
sent the area's lifestyles a computer printout of
Some bureaus handle individual complaints;
Dr. Joseph C. Kolars,
between 1780 and 1820. admission figures from
others do not.
who directed the new
It's called Old Bard- similar developments
* Occupational and professional licensing
study, said in an
stown Village and is from across the counboards. There are about 1,500 state boards which
interview.
license or register more than 500 professions and
located between East try. "If other places can
While dairy foods are
Broadway and Bloom- do it, we can."
,occupations. They set the standards for licenscheap and easy to store
field Road.
ST. LOUIS (AP) — ing, prepare and give the exams and take
Organizers hope to
when dried, their Lee M. Liberm
The first struiture on have four buildings
an has disciplinary actions.
usefulness as a protein been named presid
* Federal Information Centers. You can call
the park's 7.5 acres, a completed and in at
ent of
source is limited the St. Louis Symph
working replica of ,a least part-time operaony the number of the Federal Information Center
because about three- Society Board
water mill, was built in tion by the start of
of nearest you to get information about any federal
the
quarters of the world's Directors.
service or agency. The call will usually be free or
1980 as part of Bard- summer vacation
adults cannot tolerate
stown's Bicentennial season.
Liberman, associated will involve only a minimum long-distance
milk, Kolars said.
with the board since charge.
celebration. A
Contributions so far
That is because, as 1977, replaces W.L.
* Small claims courts. These courts are
blacksmith's shop was have come from private
people age, they stop Hadley Griffin, who
added later.
has designed to solve problems that don't involve lots
citizens, the city and
producing a digestive served as president
Crews now are raising area organizations. The
for of money or legal expertise. Court procedures
enzyme called lactase, the past five years. Grif- are usually easy and
a covered bridge and Kentucky Colonels
informal and fees are
which is necessary to fin has been named small. You probably won't
two log buildings, one to Association, for examneed a lawyer and, in
break down milk sugar chairman of the board.
some places, lawyers are actually prohibited.
house a wheelwright ple, has given the
THE CAT'S MEOW — The jungle beat is moving inand turner shop and the organization a 0,000
to dancewear and exercisewear. These eyecatching
other a stillhouse, where grant. St. Josep
h
designs in comfortable fabrics move and stretch with
craftsmen will donated old woode
n
the body easily and naturally.(By Nona Sommers
demonstrate the art shingles that were laid
in
Antron nylon and Lycra spandex.)
making whiskey.
on the cathedral's
Plans call for original roof, Bobby
reconstruction to begin Boblitt of Bardstown
this summer on the old donated a log cabin
HAPPY NEW YEAR from the
Country Dinner Plates
Grigsby Co. warehouse, from his farm, and the
counselors at Diet Center.
which will house a shop Heaven Hill and Jim
$359
where crafts will be Beam distilleries are
We're excited! We are beginning
sold. On the drawing helping convert the
the
new year 137 pounds lighter! BeChoice Of Meat N' Three, Vegetables
board are plans for ad- cabin into the stillhouse.
ing
Baked
couns
elors at Diet Center it's reTurkey
, Baked Ham, Country Steak
ding an outside forge to
Spalding says the

Organizations listed
for consumer's help

Old Bardstown Village will open

Yogurt favorite
dairy food, East

Liberman
is president

Survival baby rates studied
WASHINGTON (AP)
— Although the national
infant mortality rate is
falling, the gap between
the survival rates of
black and white babies
is widening, a study of
36 states and 16 major
cities shows.
Data collected from
state and city health officials led the Food
Research and Action
Center to conclude that
20,000 fewer black
babies would have died
between 1078 and 1982 if
the infant mortality rate
for blacks had been the
same as that for whites.
The national infant
mortality rate was 11.2
deaths per 1,000 live births in 1982 compared to
13.1 per 1,000 in 1979
Nancy Amidei, ex-

ecutive director of the
group, said its analysis
showed that black infants die at a rate twice
that of white infants in
the cities and states
studied. The rate for
whites in 1982 was 9.9
per 1,000 compared to
19.3 per 1,000 for blacks.
In some cities, black infants die at four times
the rate of white infants.
The cities and states
studied are those which
were able to provide
complete statistics for
1978-82 on Infant inortality by November
1983.
The group blamed the
recession and a reduction in federal support
for health programs for
much of the disparity.

Turnip Greens
Kernel Corn
hite Beans
ried Okra

quired of us to maintain goal weight.
Being normal people, like you, we
know the trials and temptations one
goes through trying to lose weight.
Thanks to Diet Center we did it and we
want to help you do it. A favorite saying of ours, is "It isn't always easy,
but it's always worth it." Our program is totally natural and based on
sound nutrition. You will receive daily
support and encouragement from a
counselor
who
cares
and
understands.. Isn't It ABOUT TIME
YOU CALLED DIET CENTER?
Patty Mahoney
27 lbs.
Marlene Waldrop
40 lbs.
Sandy Fulton
70 lbs.

Green Beans
Brown Rice
Slaw
5 Cup Salad

Stuffed Baked Potato $ 1 59
Melted Cheddar Cheese And Bacon Bit

Friday and Saturday Night
Seafood Buffet

Call today (753-0020)
for free consultation

Highway 641 North
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Communists don't like 'Nineteen Eight-Four'

HOW EASY
IT IS TO
OWN YOUR
APPLIANCE FROM
RUDOLPH GOODYEAR
.34i
61.1 Automatic
Dryer

-

Model 5700

•Gas and Electnc Models•5 Timed Drying Cycles • 3 Drying Temps • No Iron Cool-Down
Care•Large Capacity•Extra-Large Lint Screen
• Push-To-Start Button

Automatic
Washer
Model
LA5300XM
4 Automatic
Washing Cycles

BERLIN (AP) —
CoTrimunist critics are
sniping at "Nineteen
Eighty-Four," George
Orwell's famous novel
about life in the ultimate
totalitarian state — and
a book banned in the
Soviet Union and
Eastern bloc countries.
But the modern
British classic is widely
known in Eastern
Europe from smuggled
copies and translations
published by
underground presses.
Loyal Communists
never liked "Nineteen
Eighty-Four" because
Orwell's super-state
"Oceania" — where
"Big Brother is watching" and governmment critics disappear
as "unpersons" — has
been compared to life
under communism.
Recent commentaries
in East Germany,
Hungary and Poland
suggest that authorities
are concerned that the
revival of Western interest in Orwell's novel
might spill over into the
Soviet bloc.
Earlier this month, an
East German
newspaper charged that
the new wave of interest

In "Nineteen EightyFour" may have been
fueled by people who
wanted a "rebirth of the
Cold War."
The Volkszeitung
(Peoples' Newspaper)
of Leipzig branded the
book "the best seller of
the Cold War" when it
was published in the
West in 1949.
"It remains to be seen
whether the expectation
will be fulfilled of those
who want to provide the
ideological background
for the rebirth of the
Cold War with an Orwell
renaissance."
A sales manager at
East Berlin's international bookstore said,
"The book has never
been published here,
and consequently we
don't carry it."
Nor is the book — or
other Orwell novels —
on sale in the Soviet
Union.
In 1977 at the Moscow
Book Fair, the Soviets
confiscated an Englishlanguage copy published by the New American
Library.
Customs officials
allowed a copy of "Nineteen Eighty-Four" into
the country for the 1979

WELCOME WAGOW.WANTS TO
VISIT YOU

•4 Automatic Washing Cycles including Permanent Press•3 Wash/Rinse Water Temps•Water
Level Control•Super SURGILATOR' Agitator•
Easy-Clean Lint Fitter • Family-Size Capacity a

Microwave

'Y)
WITH A BASKETFUL OF GIFTS

Model
MWS400XL
with MEAL
SENSOR'

temperature
probe,

$16Per Mo
•Balanced Wave Cooking•Variable Cook Power
Control•Digital turner provides up to 60 minutes
of continuous cooking or defrosting •1 3 Cu ft
mk
oven capacity

And I'll bring helpful information plus cards
you can redeem for more gifts at local businesses. My visit's a friendly call at no cost
or obligation to you. Just engaged? New
parent? Moved? I'd like to visiVou at your
convenience.
_ingeborg king Asst.
Kathryn Wised
•
%stags 753-3079
492-8348

i4 (Teio
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fair, but banned
Orwell's "Animal
Farm" — a satire widely interpreted as a slaw
at Communist
officialdom.
American publishers
have since stopped trying to bring in literature
that might offend Soviet
officials.
"Nineteen EightyFour" was mentioned
last January in Literary
Gazette, the organ of the
Soviet Writer's Union.
Vitaly Korbish claimed
that Orwell's "vision of
the futureLis becoming a
reality — in the United
States."
Orwell books aren't
sold in Czechoslovakia,
Romania and Hungary.
But literary critics and
some members of the
reading public are very
familiar with his name
and works.
The Budapest literary
and cultural weekly Uj
Tuekor (New Mirror)
carried a page-long article on Orwell in its New
Year's issue.
Of "Nineteen EightyFour" it said: "Orwell
still had time to live to
see that in the period of
the increasingly frigid
Cold War, an effective
weapon had been forged
from his work toward
the ideological fight
against communism."
The Hungarian weekly contended that the
novel "can be hardly
related accusingly to
the present-day realities
of socialism
(communism)."
The Leipziger
Volkszeitung look a
similar tack. It clalittied
"Nineteen Eighty Four" is "infinitely
remote from real
socialism."
Going one step further, the newspaper added, "It cannot be
overlooked that
Orwell's 'Nineteen
Eighty-Four' has
parallels with the real
world of imperialism ...
through the increasingly total surveillance of
citizens (in the West) by
computers."
A long official silence
on "Nineteen EightyFour" was broken in
Poland with a commen-

tary on Orwell in the
December issue of
Zdanie (Gpinion). Poles
'said it may have been
the first time the book
was ever mentioned in a
state publication.
Orwell should "not be
held responsible" for
the "myth" created by
right-wingers that he
was an "instrument of
anti-communism and
ant-Sovietism," the
Polish magazine said.
"All kinds of definitions and yardsticks
were applied to the
'black anti-utopia'
which is 'Nineteen
Eighty-Four," it said,
adding that Orwell
himself "deplored the
primitive reception"
given to his novel.
Western paperback

Omar Sharif
fights for
comeback
LONDON (AP) — Actor Omar Sharif says he
felt his career was practically over in the
mid-1970s, but he's since
fought to make a comeback — not in films,
but on stage.
The 51-year-old
Egyptian-born actor,
whose movie hits have
included "Lawrence of
Arabia" and "Dr.
Zhivago," had his first
stage part in 25 years,
playing the prince
regent of Carpathia In
Terence Rattigan's
"The Sleeping Prince"
at London's Haymarket
Theater.
Also an expert at
bridge, Sharif told a lecture at the National
Film Theater on Sunday
that in the mid-1970s, "I
had nothing to do but
think about food and
play cards. ... I did not
feel bitter about it. I felt
broke. ... All I did was
lead a dissolute life."
"In future," he continued, "unless
something good comes
up in films, I would
rather !pay in the
theater."
The role he would like
most is "Othello,"
Sharif said.

• One 8 and three 6" plug-in surface units •
Chrome reflector bowls•Lift-up cooktop•Oven
light•Aluminum broiler pan and grid•Balanced
Trnit
Cooking System •Plus much more.

Convertible
Dishwasher

ed in the Soviet Union.
Terming the message
of Orwell's novel "abstub," the newspaper
accused Western "merchants of despair" and
"other media types" of
whipping up an "international publicity campaign" to discredit
Maxism-Leninism by
linking it to the bleak
nightmare Orwell
Invented.
"The book's greatest
merit for those who
equate communism and
fascism is to imply that
this fraudulent idea
could someday become
real," Humanite
declared. "This is
Ideological confrontation, using the field of
culture."

Dewy
By Abigail Van Buren

Honesty Still Best Policy
When Turning Down a Date
DEAR ABBY: A reader signed "Thanks, but No
Thanks" asks, "When a woman does not want to date a
man, how does she turn him down without hurting his
feelings?"
It isn't easy to turn down a man without hurting his
feeling. As a man who's been turned down a lot, I should
know., Be honest. If he has BO or bad breath, tell him.
You will be doing him a favor. If you think he's too short,
too fat, too young or too old for you, tell him, so he'll quit
asking you.
Giving a guy false hope will hurt him more in the long
run than an honest truth. Tell him! He'll live. I did.
CEDAR RAPIDS,IOWA
DEAR ABBY: I've been turned down for a date with,
"Sorry, I have to wash my hair." Now, if a man isn't
turned off by that, he must be a masochist. I would have
appreciated a lie such as, "I'm involved right now in a
personal relationship where I simply don't date, but
thanks anyway."
J.D. IN L.A.
DEAR ABBY: If a girl is asked out by someone she has
just met and has no desire to date, she could tell him that
she has an obligation to someone who is very important
to her and she wants to remain faithful to that person, so
she must decline. That "person" is herself, of course, but
he doesn't need to know that.
SHARI, BIRMINGHAM, ALA.
.* •
DEAR ABBY: Saying "Thanks, but no thanks" has
always worked for me. But it must be said with sincerity
and kindness. Don't waste his time or yours. The truth, is
sure to come out eventually, which will hurt his feelings
much more than an up-front, honest answer. And since a
lot of women are now asking the guys out, remember, this
works both ways.
NO LIES IN MESA, ARIZ.
DEAR ABBY: When I was a cocktail waitress in
Chicago, I worked with a very good-looking girl from
Columbus, Ga., who had to practically beat the men off
with a baseball bat. When someone she didn't care for
would ask her out, she'd smile sweetly and say, "Oh,
honey, I can't go out with you; my fiance wouldn't like it!"
4 I REMEMBER BUNNY SUE

Electric
Range
Model
RJE3020
featuring
Lift-up
SPILLGUARD•
cooktop

copies of "Nineteen
Eighty-Four" and
"Animal Farm" were
sold at some Polish
bookshops in the 1960s,
but are rarely seen today. As elsewhere in the
Soviet bloc, there are no
official translations,
although underground
copies are read avidly.
Western Communist
Parties have also
criticized the book.
Last week in a frontpage review of "Nineteen Eighty-Four,"
Humanite, the official
newspaper of the
French Communist Party said Orwell was a
"pretty good connoisseur of literary
things," but neglected
to mention that the
futuristic satire is bann-

DEAR ABBY: What's the big deal about turning down a
date? There's not a man (or woman) in the world who
hasn't been turned down by someone. Be 100 percent
honest. If you say,"Thanks, but no thanks," and he asks, "Why?" just say,"Because I don't want to."
The more lies you make up ("I have another date," "I'm
coming down with the flu' or "I'm going out of town"
etc.), the more guilty you'll feel. And you won't get away
with it. A lie always comes home to roost.
KANSAS CITY KITTY

IRA
OR
IRS?

DEAR ABBY: I once told a guy who asked me out that I
couldn't accept a date because I was involved with another
fellow. That didn't discourage him in the least; he kept
asking. Finally I told him I was involved with another
woman. I never heard from him again.
NO MORE HASSLES IN OMAHA
DEAR ABBY: I have been teaching sex education in
high school for 10 years, and that question comes up
often. I Cell thy students: "If you don't want to go out with
someone, say, 'I like you as a friend, OK? I like the
'relationship we have, so let's keep it light and friendly.'
"You„„bove the right to say no. You don't owe anyone
any more than a courteous reply. No apologies, no
explanations, no excuses. And don't feel guilty!"
MARTHA R ROPER,ST. LOUIS, MO.

Model
DP3800XL.
Easily converts
to undsrcounterI

You may qualify for a $2,000 deduction on your
income tax return when you open an Individual
Retirement Account.
•3 Automatic Cycles•Energy-Saving Air Dry
Option •Handsome Butcher Block wood-look
Fiberesm Top•Porcelain-Enernel-On-Tub
•DURAPERM* Sound-Conditioned Nor Comm
•More!

We offer a choice of plans to better serve your
needs... and IRA iritorest is compounded daily.
Serv' ice-charge-free checking can be an added benefit
for opening your IRA at Lincoln Federal.
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Freezer

• No F rost Refrigerator Freezer • No-hogerpont
Textured Sleet Doors • 3 Adiustable Shelves •
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steel Inferior iJner • Adsustabfe Meat Drawer.
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We at Fern Terrace are getting settled down after
the holidays. The residents all had a lovely
Christmas.
I want to take this opportunity to thank all the
merchants, dubs,churches and other orpnizations
for their gifts,fruit and beautiful programs. Because
of all of you, Christmas is always a lovely time at
Fern Terrace. It's great living in a community of
such caring people. I also want to thank our Fire
Dept. for their fruit and dear old "Saint Nick" for
delivering it. The residents enjoyed seeing Santa
come early.
Also thanks te 4.aer
"Taylor, De"!tar,. ett.ye!
,
Simon, Elmore Reed and our faithful "Old Santa
Claus"for their entertainment the night of our resident Christmas Party
Thanks again to all of you, and we at Fern Tes.

tact want to wish you a "Happy New Year" and say
God Bless You All,
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WILLIAMSBURG,
Va. (AP) — Chinese
Premier Zhao Ziyang
visited this restored colonial capital today on
the second stop of his
eight-day visit to the
United States.
Zhao, who is to meet
with President Reagan
on Tuesday, is the first
Chinese premier to visit
the United States since
the People's Republic of
China was formed in
1949, and the first highranking Chinese official
to visit the U.S. in five
years.
Zhao arrived at
Langley Air Force Base
In nearby Hampton at
11:20 p.m. EST Sunday
after a flight from
Honolulu, and was
greeted by Selwa
Roosevelt, U.S. chief of
protocol.
He traveled by motorcade to his accommodations in Providence Hall
in the historic area of
Williamsburg, a popular
stop for world leaders

visiting the United
States and site in May of
the Summit of Industrialized Nations.
Zhao planned to take a
carriage ride through
the restored 18th century capital today
and to visit the colonial
Capitol, the Governor's
Palace, a silversmith's
shop and a printing
office.
After a luncheon at
the Williamsburg Inn,
he was to fly to Andrews
Air Force Base near
Washington, D.C.
He is to confer with
Reagan at the White
House on Tuesday and
to meet with a number
of other top U.S.
leaders, including
Secretary of State
George P. Shultz and
Defense Secretary
Caspar Weinberger.
Zhao, 65, is the chief
administrator of
China's government,
which rules 1 billion
people.
He is the first high-

big

ranking Chinese official
to visit the United States
since Deng Xiao Ping
sealed the 1979 agree"A Christmas Story" and reads the
ment opening full is such a small and newspaper (the back
diplomatic relations vulnerable thing — no, page of which shows the
between the United big stars, no big budget, photograph of a batno big hype on the "Li- tleship). The mother
States and China.
His visit precedes a day" show — and It's (Melinda Dlllion) takes
reciprocal trip Reagan been so generally ig- care of father, and prowill take to China in nored in this season of tects her two kids from
April. At that time, the Dirty Harrys and Scar- life's harder knocks.
two leaders are ex- faces that it would be The youngest son, about
pected to sign easy to overpraise it. five, waddles around in
agreements on exchang- Besides, who wouldn't a bulky snow suit and
ing trade and science feel sorry for a movie runs from bullies.
called "A Christmas
and technology.
That's about it. ExOn Thursday, Zhao is Story" that arrives in cept that the story is
to fly to the West Coast Murray in January? So wonderfully told. And
to tour the University of before I get too effusive that, of course, is
California at Berkeley, in my praise, let me everything.
ride through the Silicon state now, clearly and
We see events through
Valley high-technology calmly, that "A
the eyes of the older son
industrial area and Christmas Story" is a
(Peter Billingsley),
meet with California warm, funny, unpretenwhose world is a
politicians and Chinese- tious, well-made little
heightened version of
movie. If movies were
Americans.
reality. (In a few places
Zhao is flying east on boxes, "A Christmas
this colored vision of the
Saturday to spend two Story" would be a small
world is suggested by
days in New York, finely -crafted cherry
camera tricks.) Bullies
before a visit to Cana- box with dovetail joints
are fearfully large
dian Prime Minister and inlayed brass
creatures, ready to sprhinges.
You're going to
Pierre Trudeau in
ing from behind every
love it.
Ottawa.
bush. Little brothers are
The story is set in
stupid ciphers.
Terre Haute, Ind., in
The boy's daydreams
1939, the eve of war. But
things are sweet in are occasionally
Terre Haute. It's late visualized. In one, the
imum $1 million by
December and a boy's sensible teacher
Coughenour after
10-year-old boy is dying turns into the "Oz"
changing its plea to guilfor a Red Ryder 200 shot witch ("The Wizard of
ty just 10 days before
Daisy B.B. gun — the Oz" came out in 1939)
the trial started. Foley
kind that shoots out your and excoriates the boy.
president Bancroft T.
eyes, he's told over and "A semicolon, you
Foley Jr. also changed
over. In these days dolt!", the teacher
his plea to guilty and
before Christmas, The screams at our young
was sentenced to five
father (Darren hero.
months in prison.
McGavin) wrestles with
Through voice-over
Then two weeks ago,
an aged furnace, fights narration, we also see
Coughenour granted a
off the neighbor's dogs, events through the eyes
defense mistrial motion
for the ailing Francis S.
Kellstrom, 70, former
board chairman of one
of the remaining defendant firms, Fischbach &
Moore Inc. of Dallas.
Other remaining corporate defendants are
ZURICH, Switzerland year ago as guests at the
L.K. Comstock & Co.
Inc. of Danbury, Conn., (AP) — Prince Charles Vaduz palace of prince
Commonwealth Elec- and Princess Diana ar- Franz Josef II and were
tric Co. Inc. of Lincoln, rived in royal style for dogged by news
Neb., and Lord Electric an alpine skiing holiday photographers on what
Co. Inc. of New York — with Buckingham was intended to be a sePalace giving no clue as cond honeymoon.
City.
to how long the 35-yearThis time, following
old heir to the British an appeal from Buckthrone and the princess ingham Palace, three of
will be enjoying the Britain's five tabloid
Federal-State Market News Service
Monday. January 9. 1900
slopes.
newspapers agreed to
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Charles and Diana ar- leave the couple alone
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts : Act 1,352 Est 500 Barrows
rived Sunday in Zurich after a special photo
Gllta under 500 lbs steady to .50
aboard a private jet session today.
lower over 500 Ihs 1 lower
flown by the prince.
US 1.2 210-240 lb.
00-80.75
The Daily Star and
US 2 200-210 lb.
$49 00-50.00
They were met by a The Sun, however,
US 2 210-250 lbs.
349.50-50.00
black limousine and refused to say whether
US 2-3 250-770 lb.
' 348.50-49_50
Sows
whisked away to they would call off their
US 1-2 770-300 Lb.
$37 . 00-39.00
Liechtenstein.
photographers, and the
US 1-3 300-400 lb..
M.00-42.00
US 1-3 450400 lb.
$42.00-44.00
The British royal cou- Swiss illustrated Blick
US 1-3 503-650 lb.
$44 00-44.50
ple spent a skiing holi- declared they would be
US 2.3 300-500 lb.
n7.00-38.00
Boars 33149.50
day in the principality a fair game.
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HELENA, Mont.
(AP/ — Closing
arguments in a federal
bid-rigging trial involving $360 million in contracts at five nuclear
power plants, including
Marble Hill in Indiana,
could last four days.
U.S. Judge John C.
Coughenour, citing the
complexity of the case,
told defense and prosecuting attorneys that
he would allow more
time than usual for summing up.
"I think in this case, a
full day or two days is
reasonable (for the
government and then
for each of the 10 remaining defendants),"
he said.
Defense attorneys
have estimated they will
wind up their cases
Tuesday or Wednesday,
and the government
then plans to call a few
rebuttal witnesses
before closing
arguments begin.
The government called 22 witnesses, six of
whom were granted immunity from prosecution in exchange for
their testimony, and the
defendants had called 21
witnesses when the trial
was recessed for the
weekend last Friday. It
.was to resume Mondaz

Hog market
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Charles and Diana
head for the slopes; fair game for photos

of that boy after he's simultaneously
grown up. As the grown throughout the movie
man looks back at because we're always
himself as a child, the aware of the grownup
point of view, quite looking back, even when
naturally, is more ironic he's not narrating the
and nostalgic.
events taking place. The
These multiple view- movie is rich with
points occur meaning

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY, JANUARY 10,1964
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth sign.
ARIES
( Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Uncertainty reigns in financial matters, but romance is
uplifting. Love at first sight is
possible. Distant affairs prosper.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20) tiskti
Partners may not agree on
some issues, but work performance is inspired. A confidential tip may come about an investment.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20)
These are romantic times
for you, but distractions could
interfere with concentration.
New acquaintances fascinate
you!
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22GO
You'll have both successes
and setbacks on the job. Social
contacts prove helpful, but
don't mix business and
pleasure after dark.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22) 4124Z
A sudden chance for travel
comes, though a family
member raises objections.
You're impressionable and
quick to fall in love.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) WP
You may change your mind
about a home purchase
Entertaining is favored, but
an unexpected guest could arrive after dark.
LIBRA
(Sept. 73 to Oct. 22) 4-Lnl
You're more inclined to express unconventional views
than usual. Neighborhood
visits may lead to unexpected
romantic encounters.

1"

now. A teenager is susceptible
to romance. You may decide
to change the way you dress.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22toJan.19)
You'll make some impulsive
changes around the house.
Behind-the-scenes career
moves will be successful
AQUARIUS
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You'll be invited to a party
where you'll make some offbeat acquaintances. Someone
you thought a friend is romantically attracted to you.
PISCES
Cir
Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
Surprising
career
developments are in your
favor. Through work you may
meet with a flirtation. An adviser cancels an appointment.
YOU BORN TODAY have
executive talents and are anxious to improve yourself. You
place a high stock on material
success and are willing to put
in the necessary work to obtain it. It would be a shame for
you not to take a chance on
your creative potential, which
is great. When motivated by
an ideal you're unbeatable.
You may be attracted to the
professions, but you also can
succeed in such fields as
music, design, writing and acting. Worry about money can
throw you off balance. Birth
date of: Jim Croce,singer, Sal
Mine-o, actor: and Rod
Stewart,singer.

None of this would
work, naturally, without
a marvelous script by
Jean Shepard, whose
book, "In God We
Thrust; All Others Pay
Cash," is the basis for
the movie script. There
is also uniformly firstrate acting. The two
adults actors, Darren
McGavin and Melinda
Dillion, are among those
workmanlike actors
who show up regularly
on T.V. and B-movies.
Peter Billingsley, who
plays the oldest son,
gives one of the best performances I've ever
seen by a child.
Part of the appeal of
the movie, as you may
have guessed by now, is
its nostalgic atmosphere. Oxydol rests
in the kitchen window
sill, the Christmas tree
is bathed in angel hair,
the kids read "Silas
Marner" in the
classroom, kids drink
tons of Ovaltine to get
boxtops so that they can
send off for scout
decoder rings, and the
theme song from "Little
Orphan Annie" plays on
the family's colsole
radio..
If you're over 40,
'you're sure to find much
to remember and smile
at. I recommend this
one highly.
Rated PG due to a few
innocuous (and almost
unintelligible) swear
words by the father,
spoken in anger at his
furnace. No nudity, no
sexual suggestiveness,
no violence except a fist
fight between two boys.
I give the movie a grade
of A.

Does your health Insurance
plan help protect against
large medical e
from long term3111
1Zs
isr
Check with State Farm for one that does

Call Jane Rogers

SCORPIO
1.0ct. 23 toNov. 21)
Money comes
canes in from an
unusual source. Put innovative career plans into motion. Overtiredness could lead
to the blues this evening.
SAGITTARIUS
_0440
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 211
You'll attract unusual types
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Last May, a federal
grand jury in Seattle indicted six of the nation's
largest electrical contracting firms and eight
of their top executives,
alleging violations of the
Sherman Anti-Trust
Act.
The trial was moved
here from Seattle on a
defense change -of venue motion and began
Nov. 14.
The indictment charged the defendants with
conspiring in 1978 and
1979 to rig bids and
allocate work on four
nuclear generating stations in Washington
state and one in Indiana.
The facilities are the
Washington Public
Power Supply System's
plants 1 and 4 near
Richland, Wash., Nos. 3
and 5 near Satsop,
Wash., and Public Service Indiana's Marble
Hill Generating Station
near Madison, Ind.
Last summer,
Wismer & Becker Contracting Engineers Inc.
received a $50,000
suspended fine after
pleading no contest.
Another defendant
corporation, the
Howard P. Foley Co.
Inc. of Washington,
D.C., was fined the max-
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Super Bowl XVIII

athe

Murray Ledger & Times

Only Fredonia stands between MSU and OVC

Redskins, Raiders
survive title games
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
Get ready for a super Super Bowl.
All the elements are there for what may be
the most memorable National Football League
championship game yet, a heavyweight
showdown between two of the league's real
powerhouses.
In one corner, we have the world champion
Washington Redskins, survivors in the National
Conference title game Sunday with San Francisco 24-21 after the 49ers staged a gallant
three-touchdown comeback in the fourth
quarter.
In the other corner, we have football's dead
end kids, the rough and tumble Los Angeles
Raiders, who beat up Cinderella Seattle 30-14
for the American Conference crown. They are
anything but gallant.
These are a couple of sluggers with arsenals
full of knockout punches.
Perhaps the character of the Raiders is best
expressed by defensive end Lyle Alzado and
linebacker Rod Martin.
After LA's grind-it-out victory over the
Seahawks, a game pock-marked by a number
of fights up front, ALzado said, "It was a war
against Seattle and it will be a war against the
Redskins."
In a war, you want foot soldiers and
Washington's John Riggins is one of the best
around. He rushed for 123 yards and two
touchdowns against San Francisco, a playoff
record sixth straight 100-yard game.
What did Alzado think about that?
"Without a doubt, John Riggins is a helluva
running back," he said.
Then he paused, thought for a moment, and
added, "If we get a chance, we'll tear his head
off."
That seemed to be the strategy against Seattle as the Raiders limited Seahawks' running
back Curt Warner to 26 yards in a rushing
defense that included a number of skirmishes
up-front.
Martin said. "We wanted to let them know
early that they were not going to beat us in the
big one. We're not going to change a thing
against the Redskins. We're going to go right
after them."
That's what San Francisco did. Down 21
points with just 15 minutes remaining, the 49ers
burned Washington for three touchdown passes
by Joe Montana to tie the score.
But the Redskins showed some character of
their own, driving down the field one last time
for Mark Moseley's decisive 25-yard field goal.
The winning kick, with 40 seconds left, came
after Moseley had missed four earlier
attempts.
His team's hairbreadth escape left NFL
Coach of the Year Joe Gibbs exhausted.
"We threw everything we had out there," he
said. "We took our best shot. We fired
everything we had. I don't think we had
anything left there at the end."
To San Francisco's credit, it would not quit
against a Washington team that had seemed
truly awesome a week earlier against the Los
Angeles Rams. The 49ers battled the Redskins
every inch of the way and Washington used a
pair of penalties against defensive backs Eric
Wright and Ronnie Lott to keep its winning
drive in motion.
"It's too bad that a game like this had to be
decided by a crucial officials' call," said 49er
Coach Bill Walsh. "These things are unfortunate but people in the league don't want to
deal with it. A replay would be excellent."
Gibbs would not be drawn into that debate.
"The officiating is best left for other people to
decide," he said tactfully.

•

Countdown for Murray State's tipoff in Ohio
Valley Conference action this season is down to
T-minus-one opponent.
And if the Racers play tonight against
Fredonia State the way they blasted off against
Kentucky State Saturday, the contest will be just
another tuneup for Akron Thursday.
After cruising past visiting Kentucky State,
106-83, Murray's Ron Greene said it was almost
time for the Racers to get down to business. And
business in this case is the Racers' defense of the
OVC crown.

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor

Greene, coach of the now 6-3 Racers, had very
few discouraging remarks about his starters
Saturday although not many coaches would after
seeing their team shoot 70 percent from the field
(21 of 30) in the first half.
For the game, led by Lamont Sleets' 9 of 13
goals and 31 total points, the Racers hit 62.7 percent from the field — not a bad night no matter
who they were playing.
But the Racers have yet another interruption
before the squad travels north for the infamous
"Ice Valley" encounters of Akron and
Youngstown State (Saturday).
Fredonia State (who?) of New York, brings a
3-6 record into tonight's 7:30 game at Racer
Arena, but if Saturday night was any indication
of the visitors' prowess MSU should be wellpadded going into Akron.
Southwestern Louisiana hosted and roasted
the Division II New Yorkers, 108-49. Fredonia
started three sophomores and two juniors with a
8-7, 6-7, 6-2, 6-0, 5-11, lineup.
Tonight should be another bench-emptying
contest for Murray State, but the subs better improve over their Saturday performances if they
want to stay in good graces with Greene.
"I thought our veterans played well," Greene
said Saturday, "but I wasn't particularly pleased with our non-starters. I was disappointed with
the number of second-half turnovers we had and
I wanted to see better execution.
"We're still working on getting at least eight
players ready for Thursday and the upcoming
OVC schedule. I want to see us execute well no
matter who we have in there and no mattet what
the score is."
While the starters were in the game the
Thorobreds, now 7-4, were ineffective against
Murray's experienced guards and were outmanned on the boards.
However, by game's end KSU,had worked for a
38-37 rebound advantage. Also, according to
Greene,"We must have given them 20 points or
so on a silver platter. They were a scrappy bunch
but they gambled too much up front and gave us
several easy shots underneath."
Murray broke the game open in the first half,
when the Racers reeled off 13 unanswered points
to break a 6-6 tie and go up 19-6 with 18:02 left in
the half.
The closest KSU could come after that was 21
points, when Fred Bowles hit a layup with 1:22
remaining in the game.
Mike Lahm and Brian Stewart scored 14 each,
respectively, and Craig Jones added 12 for Murray. KSU was led by Fred Bowles with 26.
Greene contends his team shouldn't be
overlooking anybody prior to the OVC opener,
but revenge against Akron — the team that
knocked MSU out of a chance at the NCAA bid —
can't be far from the Racer coach's mind. Opening with Akron, then YSU, won't be any picnic
especially since Akron has Joe Jakubick, the
leading scorer in the OVC, and YSU handed the
Zips an 80-57 loss Friday to take an early lead in
the conference standings.

JAWS OF THE TRAP —
(Top photo) Willie Holland
(23) and Craig Talley (21)
of Murray State close in on
K entucky State
ballhandler Fred Bowles
who waited too long
before passing and coughed up one of his team's 22
turnovers (right photo) in
KSU's 106-83 loss at
Racer Arena Saturday.
Photos by Jim Rector

Hallmark's HTR-95
With 9500 BTU's
$9995
Only

KEKTUCXY STATE (83)
Owens 0-1 5-6 9, McCallum 4-10 0-0
8, Fulton 3-3 2-2 8. WI.Warneon 3-10 3-4
9, Bowles 11.26• 7 36, Burdette 1-2 0-1
2. James 6-10 2-2 14, Berner 1-9 2.24.
Stoner 3-7 3-3 9 Totals al-T7 16-28 83
MURRAY STATE 0061
Martin 2-2 4.5 8, Jones 5-10 3-2 12,
Lahrn 6-6 2-3 14, Sleets 9-13 11-14 31,
Stewart 6-8 2-3 14, Lindauer 3-5 0-0 6,
Talley 3-6 0-0 6 Holland 2-3 0-0 4.
Youngblood 0-1 2-12,Davis 1-1 6-1 8

matchup between last
season's division champions, the Baltimore
Orioles and Chicago
White Sox.

The world champion
Orioles open at home
against the White Sox
arrd the New York
Yankees play at Kansas

City in day games to
start the season. That
night, Boston opens at
California.
There are 10

A bargain you don't
have to shopfor

Hallmark's HSC-180
With 18,000 BTU's

$ 5995

Electricity is still a good value - and we make sure it's there whenever you
need it We deliver electricity to your home 24 hours a day - and with it comes
the comfort and convenience you expect

1

HSC-1110

We Carry Ports And
Wicks For The Heaters
We Sell"

Supply Co.

"West Kentucky's Bargain Center"

753-3361

Wert 0-1 1-2 1, Yarbrough 0-1 0-0 0
Totals 27-59 32-38 106
Halftime score — Murray St W.
Kentucky St. 33 Fouled out — Ken.
tucky St — Owens, Fulton, Williamson and Etarner Total foul' — Kentucky St 20, Murray St 20
Rebounds — Kentucky St. 38
(Bowl..Sr. Murray St 37 (Laarn
Assists — Kentucky St 11 (Williamson 5), Murray St 18 I Sleet' 5)
A — 3,933.

Orioles, White Sox initiate 84th AL schedule
NEW YORK (AP) —
The American League
opens its 84th season on
Monday, April 2 with
three games including a
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covering
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Murray Supply Co.
Special Purchase Sale

Murray
208 E. Main
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(Continued on Pg.9)
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To get the greatest possible value from electricity, use it efficiently By avoiding
waste, you'll save on your electric bills without giving up comfort or
convenience Now that's a bargain.'

West Kentucky
Rural Electic
Coop. Corp.
753-5012

Get the most
for your money
The people who bring you electricity

doubleheaders on the
league schedule and 775
of the 1,134 games will
be played at night. The
night schedule is down
25 games from 1983 and
36 from 1982. Texas
again plays the most
night games, 72, and
Oakland the fewest, 38.
After the three early
openers, the remaining
teams start play on
Tuesday and Wednesay.
April 3-4. Milwaukee is
at Oakland and
Cleveland at Texas in
Tuesday night games.
while Detroit plays a
day game at Minnesota
On Wednesday, Toronto
plays a night game at
Seattle in the final
opener of the first week.
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Turpin, teamed with UK defense,takes command in routing LSU
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
Their season-opener
was heralded by the
return of 7-foot-2 Sam
Bowie, who had sat out
two seasons with injury,
and thus the Kentucky
Wildcats were ranked
No. 1 in the preseason
poll.
They've slipped a
notch in the rankings,
falling behind top ranked North Carolina,
and Bowie has yet
.to
become the scoring
machine Wildcats fans
anticipated.
Enter Melvin Turpin,
who took up the slack
while Bowie was red-

shirted and continues to
lead the club this season
as Kentucky is off to a
10-0 start.

ready to play tonight."
Hall pointed out,
however, that while
Bowie did not take a
shot from the field, scoring all seven of his
points from the foul line,
he combined with Turpin to help hold LSU to
just 10 points in the first
10 minutes as the
Wildcats took a 25-10
lead.

two ranked teams saw
North Carolina defeat
defending NCAA champion North Carolina
State 81-60 in the Atlantic Coast Conference.
On Saturday, Turpin,
Tar Heels center Sam
a 6-11 center, scored a
Perkins scored 22
season-high 35 points
points, 16 in the second
and grabbed 13 rehalf, as North Carolina
bounds as the Wildcats
broke open a close game
trounced ninth-ranked
in the final 20 minutes.
Louisiana State 96-80 at
Th other games involvBaton Rouge, La., in a
ing ranked teams, No. 4
Southeastern • Conference game.
"Our defense early Georgetown downed
'"rurpin was sensa- was excellent," Hall Seton Hall 74-63, fifthtional ," Kentucky said. "Turpin and Bowie ranked Maryland beat
Coach Joe B. Hall said. came up with some William & Mary 58-44,
"When he is ready to blocks and we were in- No. 6 UCLA defeated
Arizona 61-58, seventhplay, he is as fine a timidating inside."
player as there is in the
Another key con- rated Houston beat
country, and he was ference game involving Texas Christian 81-67,
No. 8 Wake Forest lost
to Georgia Tech 68-58
and 10th-ranked TexasEl Paso beat Air Force
72-50.
Also, No. 13 St. John's
defeated Providence
57-52, 14th-ranked Illinois defeated Wisconsin 63-62 in overtime,
No. 16 Fresno State
downed Pacific 65-47,
17th-ranked Boston College beat Villanova
74-63, No, 18 NevadaLas Vegas defeated
New Mexico State 87-66,
19th-ranked Memphis
State downed Tulane
67-65 and No. 20 Virginia
lost to Duke 78-72.
In an exhibition game,
15th-ranked Oregon
State defeated the
University of Victoria of
Canada 64,48.
North Carolina, 10-0,
led only 34-31 at
halftime, and N.C. State
cut that margin to 34-33
as Lorenzo Charles
scored the first basket
of the second half. But
Perkins then led the Tar
Heels on spurts of 15-2
and 14-4. All-American
Michael Jordan and
freshman Kenny Smith
aided the Tar Heels'
cause with 18 points
apiece, and Jordan had
a game -high 12
rebounds.
N.C. State's record
now is 10-4, 0-2 in the
ACC. The game was
North Carolina's conference opener.
Bill Martin came off
the bench in the second
half to lead Georgetown
over Seton Hall in the
Big East. Martin scored
15 of his 17 points in the
final half and also had 12
rebounds for the Hoyas,
12-1 and 2-0 in the conference.'Patrick Ewing
had 12 points as
Georgetown eased away
from a 29-27 halftime
lead.
Maryland, 10-1, got 12
points from Adrian
Branch and 10 from Ben
TOUGH STUFF — Murray State center Mike Lahm puts in this one-hander for an
Coleman to beat
easy two of his 14 total points Saturday against Kentucky State. Close-range shots
William & Mary in a
like this one helped Lahm hit all six of his field goal attempts. His last stuff, assisted
nonconference game.
by Derek Lindauer, accounted for MSU's 99th and 100th points of the game..
Maryland, which trailed
Staff photo by Jim Rector
16-15 with less than 10
minutes gone, took a
27-18 halftime lead.
Trailing 45-38 with
12:22 to play, UCLA
rallied behind Ralph
Jackson and Kenny
Fields to beat Arizona in
MILWAUKEE (AP) not the best. She said - the 5,000-meter and
— Coach Diane Holum she has closely 10,000-meter trials. In the Pacific 10. Jackson
says her newlyselected monitored the recent Sunday's 10,000-meter scored a season-high 18
U.S. Olympic speed times of European event, he finished in 15 points, and Fields
skating team is "right skaters.
minutes, 17.30 seconds, fought off a bout with
on par" with European
"What I like to see is while Mark Mitchell of the flu to score six of his
eight points in the final
competitors as it that they (the U.S. team Minnetonka was second
prepares for competi- members) are right on In 15:29.28 and Mark
six minutes. A bucket by
tion next month in Sara- par with what the Euro- Huck of Lake Forest,
jevo, Yugoslavia.
peans are skating," 'Ill., third in 15:43.92.
Two Wisconsin Holum said.
skaters — distance
Woods, a 31-year-old
Docter won the
specialist Mike Woods physician who had women's 3,000-meter
of Wauwatosa, who finishes of fourth and trial Sunday in 4:37.46,
nearly won a medal in seventh in distance compared with 4:46.64
ATI
the 1980 Games, and events at the 1980 for Nancy Swider of
\NI
Mary Docter of Winter Olympics, won Park Ridge, Ill.
Introducing
Madison, who swept six
A New Rock Star
of 10 wonren's trials —
headed the list of
skaters selected
(Continued from Pg.8)
Sunday.
Among those joining
The penalty against Wright was for 27 yards on
Woods on the men's
a pass intended for Art Monk and gave
team were Erik
Washington a first down at the San Francisco 18.
Henriksen of Cham"That ball couldn't have been caught by a
paign,
Nick
10-foot Boston Celtic," Walsh said bitterly.
Fred Stalls
Thometz of Minnetonka,
Then Lott was detected holding Charlie Brown
Minn., and Dan Jansen
Box 249
P.O.
on a third-down play, giving Washington a:first
of suburban West Allis.
down at the eight. Three plays later, Moseley
Murray
The three accounted for
kicked the winning field goal.
753-3763
victories in seven of the
Like Walsh, Lott Was bitter.
We're pleased to an11 men's events during
"If they're so good," he said, "how come they
nounce his appointtwo weekends of Olymcan't just take the ball into the end zone? How
ment as a Prudential
pic trials.
come they need help from the officials?"
agent in your commu"I'm really happy
nity He's qualified to
Just how good the Redskins are is something
help you with your perwith the team," Holum,
the Raiders intend to find out.
sonal Insurance needs
herself a four-time
Kama
If you don't already
1thasningt5xt
84Fl Playoff Schedule
Olympic medalist, said
AFC Wild Card
7
have a Prudential
after the selections were
AFC Divisional Playoff
Saturday, Dec 24
agent, and you want to
lar- U. PittLou Angelo,
Aeattle 31 .Donver 7
announced. "It .really
talk to someone from
NFC Wig Card
sburgh in
the Rock, why riot give
looks like dynamite."
Conlersexe Championing*
Monday. DeC 26
17
1984
Porn a call
Sunday, Jan 3.
ijw Angeles 24 154411a,4
She said she was
AFC Champions:*
pleased with the times
094111erente
Los Angeles Raiders 30. SaatUe 14
Saturdey, Dot 31
WC Championship
turned in during the
AFC Divlolonel Playoff
Washington 34, San Francisco 21
Ile Nsatt Akr *yr
trials at the Olympic
Seattle 37. Miami 30
SUPER BOWL XVIII
Inson,44 f•64zsr,
NFC Divisional Playoff
Jan, 22, 1984
Rink in West Allis,
ot 446./xs
San Francisco 24, Detroit 23
At Tamps Stadium. Tripe Fla
Calmott
00.4-•
Miowvit W.* Jenirt
especially considering
Sunday, Jan 1
Lou Angels.
Washington vs
RFC Deelsional Pinyon
thRt ice conditions were
Raiders

Fields and two straight Georgia Tech its two- Paso led 40-1 1 by
by Jackson gave 'the point victory over halftime as the Falcons
Bruins 9-1 and 2-Okin the previously unbeaten were unable to score in
conference, a 53-50 lead Wake Forest, 10-1. The the first seven minutes
with 6:35 left.
Yellowjackets trailed of the game
Michael Young scored most of the way until tyTo Twenty Fared, Wean
22 points and Alvin ing the score 64-64 on
How the Top Twenty brume tn the
Franklin added 18 to Yvon Joseph's short Aseociated Press' 196884 college
help Houston offset a big jumper with 2:50 to play basketball p21.1 fared during the
that Just ended
game by Texas Chris- in the ACC opener for week
1. North Carolina (10-0) beat
tian's Dennis Nutt in a both clubs. Mark Price Houton University 87-54, beat North
State 81-40
Southwest Conference led Georgia Tech with 19 Caro/Ma
2. Kentucky (.10-0i beat llissisalp.
game. Nutt scored 36 points, and Kenny pl 48-56. beat Louisiana State 96-80
i11-0) beat Biscayne
points for the Horned Green had 23 for Wake 78-60,DePaul
boat Pepperdlne 81.73
Frogs, who kept the Forest.
4 Georgetown I 1.3-1.1 beat Congame close until near
Luster Goodwin necticut 81-69, beat Seton Hall
74-63
the end. Houston is 12-2 scored 14 points as
5. Maryland (10-1) beat North
and 2-0 in the SWC.
Texas-El Paso won its Carolina State 50-86; beat William
& Mary 58-44
Scott - Petw:
sy hit a 13th game without a loss
6 UCLA (.9-11 beat Arizona State
15-foot jumper' from the in a Western Athletic 79-67, beat Arizona 61-68
7 Houston 112-21 beat Southern
baseline with three Conference victory over Methodist
60-58- beat Texas CTirtsseconds left to give Air Force. Texas-El Uan 81-47

Wake Forest (10-11 beat Rich
mood 82-67, lout to Georgia Tech
193-68
9 Louisiana State 19-2i beat
G'Imorgia 81-77, lost to Kentucky
M-80
10 Texaalgi Paso 13-6)(
beat LI S
International 85-80, beat Air Force
72.60
11. Georgia (6.2i beat Tennessee
71-57, lost to Loulalana State 81.77
12 North Carolina State 110-4
lost to Maryland 50-66 lost to North
Carolina 81-60
13 St John's ( 10-1, beat Rutgers
71-43: beat Providence 57-52
14 llllnota 111-ti beat Minnesota
80-63, beat Wisconsin 6342, OT
15 Oregon State 8-21 beat Stan
ford 64-66
16 Fresno State i11-1
beat
Pacific 86.47
17 Boston College (10-21 beat Pittsburgh 81-77, beat Villanova 74-83
18 Nevada-Las Vegas (10-1 t beat
Long Beach State 103-86: beat New
Mexico State 87.66
19 Memphis State (10-3, beat
Eastern Kentucky 82.60: beat CM.
el/Irish 85-62, beat Tulane 67-65
20 Virginia 110-11 beat Virginia
Tech 74-64, lout to Duke 78-72

SCOREBOARD
College Basketball Weekend Results
Sunday's College Basketball Scores
EAST
Fairfield 89, Holy Cross 68

SOUTH
Tennessee 88. Mississippi 59
FAR WEST
Utah St 65, Cal -Santa Barbara
50
Saturday's Scores
EAST
American 48, Drexel 47
Army 60. La Salle 58
Boston Coll. 74, Vlllanova 63
Chicago St. 72, Howard 66
Columbia 71, NYU 56
Connecticut 79, Pittsburgh 58
Dartmouth 47, Princeton 44. 20T
Delaware 83, Glassboro St 71
Duquesne 65, George Washington
60
Georgetown 74, Sean Hall 83
Iona 50. Fordham 52
Lehigh 82, Hofstra 76
New Hampshire 82, Canislus 77
Niagara 97, Buffalo St 77
Northeastern 69. E. Carolina 61
Oklahoma 98, Syracuse 91
Pennsylvania 69, Harvard 66
Robert Morris 87, St Franc La,
Pa_ 84, 201'
Rutgers 88, Massachusetts 83
St. Bonaventure 83. Rhode Island
.77
St John's 57, Providence 52
St Joseph's 74, W. Virginia 70.
OT
St. Peter's 85. Manhattan 69
Siena 74. St. Francis, N.Y. 73
Temple 87, Penn St. 75
Vermont 88. Colgate 52
Wagner 70, Loyola, Md 67
SOUTH
Ala.-Birmingham 71, W. Kentucky 56
Arkansas St. 65, Miss. Valley St.
6.3
Auburn 82. Florida 66
Citadel 72, Georgia St. 67
Davidson 53, S. Carolina 52
Duke 78. Virginia 72
Florida St. 83. S. Mississippi 64

Ga Southern 79, NW Louisiana 63
George Marion 88 Monmouth 76
NorGeorgia Southern 79
thwestern St 63
Georgia Tech 68 Wake Forest 66
Jackson St 50 aldorn St 58
Jacksonville St 75, N Alabama
74
Kentucky 96, Louisiana St. 80.
Louisiana Tech 90, E Texas Baptist 44
Maryland 58, William & Mary 44
Memphis St. 67, Tubule 65
Mercer 96, Centenary 82
Murray St. 106, Kentucky Si. 83
N. Carolina 81, N. Carolina St. 80
Old Dominion 79. Jacksonville 61
SE Louisiana 76, Roosevelt 06
SW Louisiana 106. Fredonia St. 40
Stetson 76, Campbell 58
Tenn. Tech 70, Middle Tenn. 60
Tennessee St. 66, Florida A&M 58
VMI 82, E Term. St. 56
Vanderbilt 67, Mississippi St. 54
Virginia Tech 83, Richmond 63
MIDWEST
Bow
men 77, N. Illinois 65
Butler
Loyola, Ill 70
Cent. Michigan 68, Kent St 60
Cleveland St. 100. Md.-Eastern
Shore 67
Creighton 68, Drake 66
Dayton 69. E. Kentucky 82
Evansville 106, Oklahoma City 79
Ill .-Chicago 82, SW Missouri St. 78
Illinola 63, Wisconsin 62, OT
Illinois St. 80, Wichita St. 66
Indiana 73, Ohio St. 62
Kansas 09, Fla. International 47
Louisville 51, Cincinnati 37
Miami, Ohio 70, W. Michigan 67
Michigan 53, Iowa 49
Missouri 58, Marquette 57
N. Iowa 87. Kansas St. 64
Nebraska 93. NW Missouri St. 67
Northwestern 76, Michigan St. ee
Ohio U. 66, Ball St. 48
Oral Roberts 79, St Louis 73
Purdue 72. Minnesota 89
S. Illinois 80, W. Texas St. 76
Toledo 53. E. Michigan 48

WI. -Green Bay 02 E Illinois 57
Xavier 78, Detroit 58
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas 77, Texas AkM 54
Houston 81, Texas Christian 67
So Methodist 71, Rice 80
Texas-El Paso 72, Air Force 50
Texas-San Antonio 76. U S. Inter,
national 64
Texas Tech 74, Texas 17
Tulsa 82. Bradley 89
FAR WEST
Arizona St 65, So California 48
Boise St. 02, E Washington 69
Brigham Toone 146 Weber St at

Cal.•Irvine 82, Long Beach St 67
Colorado St. 72, Montana St 68
Fresno St. 65, Pacific 47
Fullerton St 72, Sart Jose St 62
Gonzaga 59, Idaho 52
Montana 71. C Washington 58
N Arizona 61. Pepperdine 54
Navy 77. St Mary's. Calif 66
New Mexico 66. Loyola, Calif 58
Oregon 79, Stanford 78
San Diego 81. W Illinois 62
Santa Clara 76. Nev.-Reno 66
UCLA 61, Arizona SS
Washington 74, Montana St 64
Wyoming 84, Fort Lewis 50

Pro Basketball
Seattle
18 17
National Basketball Association
481
5
Phoenix
15 20
EASTERN CONFERENCE
429
7
San Diego
12 22
Atlantic Division
363
ill,
W I. Pct. 08
Saturday's Games
New York 140, Indiana 103
Boston
27
8 .771 —
New Jersey 108. Athanta 104
Philadelphia
24
9
727
2
Cleveland 106, Philadelphia 08
New York
19 15 .660
7i.
Chicago 87, Washington 73
Washington
17 16 .515 9
Kansas City 100 Phoenix 08
New Jersey
16 19
457 11
Denver 141, Dallas 117
Central Division
Golden State 154, San Antonio 13.3
Detroit
le 15
569 —
19 15
559 —
Milwaukee
17 18
486
24
Sunday's Games
Atlanta
Detroit 111, Milwaukee 100
Chicago
14 17
462 34
Seattle 125 Portland 110
313 8
Indiana
10 22
Houston 129 Los Angeles 117
10 25
286
Its
Cleveland
Monday's Games
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Washington at New Jersey
Midwest Division
Philadelphia at New York
647 —
Utah
22 12
569
3
Tuesday's Games
Dallas
19 15
Golden State at Atlanta
15 20
Denver
429
74
.
71
Indiana at Chicago
14 19
424
Kansan City
Cleveland at Milwaukee
14 21
400 414
San Antonio
Loa Angeles at Houston
371
Houston
13 22
91,4
Dallas at Kansas City
Pacifsc Division
Phoenix at Utah
23 14
622 —
Portland
San Antonio at Portland
1
20 13
806
Los Angeles
456
San Diego at Seattle
17 18
Golden State

SCOREBOARD

Southern States
January Specials
GRF9A
9300 BTU
Has A Whisper Quiet
Fan For Faster Warm
Air Circulation.
Reg. 189.95
Now 159

U.S. Olympic speed skaters
'right on par' with Europeans

GR9A
9300 BTU
Compact Heater
With Attractive
Wood Grain Finish.
Has Suitt-In
Catalytic Air Freshener.
Reg 169.95

Now 139.95

Closeout
Walker Brand Shoes
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All Wolverine

Shoes In Stock
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Sampson learns lessons in win over Abdul-Jabbar
-S
'
un4irclArtineJ
THE SENSIBLE SOLUTION
We offer throe daily flights each
way
between Murray and Nashville and moneysaving joint fares with the major airlines.
Most of these joint fares ore priced only
$10.00 higher than the fore from Nashville!
We will work to find the best airline
connections and lowest fares for each
passenger that we serve.
Let us save you time and money on your
next airline trip. Call us at 449-2199
or see
your travel agent.
Sunbird Airlines - the sensible alternative
to
driving.

By WILLIAM BARNARD
AP Sports Writer
Although Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar, who is
approaching the alltime scoring leadership
In the National Basketball Association, taught
a few lessons to emerging superstar Ralph
Sampson, the Houston
rookie got what he
wanted
a victory
over the Los Angeles
Lakers.
Abdul-Jabbar scored
30 points to Sampson's

21 in the first meeting
between the two
centers, but the Rockets
kept the Lakers from
returning to first place
In the Pacific Division
with a 129-118 victory
Sunday night.
We won the game, it
wasn't really me
against Kareem,"
Sampson said. "I'm up
for each game. I think
we respect each other; I
have respect for him
because of the kind of
person and kind of

player he is."
— I'm not worried
about any individual
confrontation I may
have, I'm just worried
about how the Lakers
are doing, and right now
it's not so good," AbdulJabbar said of the
Lakers, who have split
their last 16 games.
"Sampson is a good
player, and he's going to
be great."
Elsewhere in the
NBA, Detroit defeated
Milwaukee 111-100 and

Seattle outscored Wilkes added 18 points
Portland 125-110.
apiece.
Lewis Lloyd scored 29
Houston had a seempoints for the Rockets, ingly comfortable
111-98
who fought off a late ral- advantage midwa
y
ly by the Lakers and through the fourth
then won going away. period, but the
Lakers
Caldwell Jones and scored 11 points
in a row
Robert Reid added 21 to cut the deficit
to two
and 20 points, respec- with 5:18 left.
tively, to Houston's
The teams traded
balanced attack
baskets until the
Earvin "Magic" Rockets led 118-116
with
Johnson had 25 points 2:49 remain
ing. But
and 14 assists for the Houston outscor
ed Los
Lakers, while James Angeles 11-2
the rest of
Worthy and Jamaal the way.
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Watson
wins first
PGA event
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Pistons 111, Bucks 100
Isiah Thomas scored
29 points and Kelly
Tripucka 24 as Detroit
won at Milwaukee to
pull even with the Bucks
for first place in the
Central Division.
Tripucka scored nine
points to key a 17-4 spurt
in the third quarter that
increased a five-point
Piston lead to 83-65. The
closest the Bucks got
thereafter was 106-98
with 1:16 remaining.
Sidney Moncrief led
Milwaukee with 24
points and 15 rebounds.
The Pistons have won
three in a row and the
Bucks have lost three
straight
SuperSonics 125, Blazers
110
At Seattle, Gus
Williams paced the
Sonics to a 15-point
halftime lead over
Portland by scoring 23
of his 32 points in the
first two periods.
The Trail Blazers fell
behind by as many as 21
points in the third
quarter, but closed the
gap to 82-75 late in the
period.
Jim Paxson and
Mychal Thompson
scored 20 points each to
lead Portland, while
Tom Chambers added
25 for Seattle, including
14 in the fourth quarter.

.

TUCSON, Ariz. (AP)
— Tom Watson has
launched his bid to
regain the influence that
made him the dominant
figure in golf for five
years.
He's changed his swing, plans a heavier
schedule and, and — in
only two days of competition — is a winner
again.
"My enthusiasm is
very high," Watson said
Sunday after he'd
scored a 2 and 1 decision
over Gil Morgan and
won the new SeikoTucson Match Play
Championship, the
leadoff event on the 1984
PGA Tour.
"I've achieved my
first goal," he said.
"I'd said I wanted to
win, and win early."
Watson, who had won
two British Opens but no
American tournaments
over an 18-month
period, said he had
discovered a flaw in his
swing and was working
tQ correct it.
1"I wasn't staying
down through the ball —
just kind of sliding
through it," he said."As
a result, my pitching
and chipping was not
what I wanted it to be."
Watson's victory
came, he said, "in a
kind of dull match.
"Gil never made any
putts to put any
pressure on me."
Morgan, in fact, did
not make a birdie in the
final match, never led,
and missed at least four
putts inside of eight feet.
The critical one was a
4-footer to win the hole
on the 16th.
The victory, the 29th
of Watson's American
Tour career, was worth
$100,000, while Morgan
collected $60,000.
Gene Littler dropped
a 10-foot par-saving putt
on the 18th for a 1 up
decision over Don
January for the title in
the seniors' portion of
the two-pronged tournament. He also won
$100,000, and January
took $60,000.
Match Play 605, Results.
TUCSON. Arts API Sunday•
results in the Seiko-Tucson Match
Play Championship on the
6.1130, yard Randolph Municipal
Golf Course (money winnings in
parentheses I
Regular Tete
Chantsionsilip
Tom Watson 111100.000) dm) 01.1
Morgan 115110.0001. 2 and

"14'444S44 .

sominnsis

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
LIGHTS 10 mg "tar". 0 8 mg nicotine, LIGHTS 100's 12 mg "tar 0 9 mg nicotine
FILTER 15 mg "tar", 11 mg nicotine, FILTER 100's 16 mg "tar, 12 mg nicotine, ay per cigarette by FTC method

41sonsaamaalia-assaas-

Morgan do) Lanny Wadkins I
up
Watson def Scott Hoch. 2 and 1
Third Place
Hoch (025,0001 clef Wadk Ins
(1125 0001, 2 and 1
Cares
.
Par out 445 442 4 14-10.
Maris/lout
448 IMO 434-57, Watson out 150 461
42154111 Par In 444 441 64441570
Morgan In 414 441 54 Watson in 424
443.4
Soria,Taw
Championship
0011,411 Links? 18140,0001 del non
January 1510.0001, 1 up.
211441 PIM
Peter Thorruan 101.0001 def 1411.
ly Casper 111211.01001. 1 up I
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Processing plant's products find way into Kentucky homes
WINCHESTER, Ky.
(AP) — Nutrisearch is
not your run-of-the-mill
processing plant. In
fact, the Clark County
facility is being called
the only one of its kind in
the world.
Some of the latest
technology is used at the
plant to process cheese
whey, a byproduct in the
production of cottage
cheese, and make it into
baker's yiest and
protein.
Though Nutrisearch is
by no means the only
manufacturer of
baker's yeast and protein, the method is what

makes Nutrisearch
unique.
"Most of what we do
has never been done
anywhere in the world,"
said Don Langlois,
manager of whey operations at the plant.
"We're the only company in the world making baker's yeast out of
glucose and galactose."
Nutrisearch is a Joint
venture of the Kroger
Co. of Cincinnati and
Corning Glass Works of
Corning, N.Y. The company recently opened its
first plant in the Winchester Industrial Park.
Although the products

processed at the plant
are relatively new, they
may have already found
their way into some
Kentucky homes.
Yeast produced at the
plant will be used in
such products as Kroger
breads, rolls, crackers,
sweet rolls and donuts.
Protein produced there
will be used in products
like yogurt, salad dressing, soup mixes, cake
mixes, desserts like
sherbet, plus fabricated
meat and cheese products like pepperoni.
The cheese whey used
at Nutrisearch copies
from several Krorger

dairies, including the now being placed in pound found in the like this in the world but ly by
computers which
Winchester Farms 50-pound bags and whey, into two simple none of them are doing
regulate which cleaners
Dairy located next door. stored to await ship- sugars — glucose and precisely what we're do- are
sent through the
Whey from the Win- ment. It will go initially galactose — are the ing," Langlois said.
machines and how long
chesterdairy is pumped to various Kroger plants largest hydrolysis reacLanglois said that all they remain there,
directly to the but as production in- tors in the world
the machinery is clean- much like an automatic
Nutrisearch plant creases, the product will
"There are other units ed in place automatical- washing machine.
through an underground be sold to other
tube.
businesses as well, said
Whey from five other Langlois.
Kroger dairies is
About 90 percent of
BURKEVILLE, Va. farmers how to plant plemental enterprises
delivered to the plant in the plant's 40 employees
5,000-gallon trucks.
were hired from the (AP) — Cattle and corn, pasture and hay over the next four or
The process carried Winchester area, sheep raising, along crops. Christmas tree flve years," he said.
He predicted that if
out at Nutrisearch gave Langlois said. The other with corn, hay, and fruit and loblolly pine farmnew life to cheese whey, 10 percent were sent in growing will be taught ing demonstrations will 100 farmers each prowhich for years was by the company from at a special farm here be held. Instructors at duce an average of 2
treated as a waste pro- other locations. After 15 this year as state the teaching farm also acres of new crops, the
duct and thrown out. It months of construction, specialists seek to con- will give information 200 acres of new crops
contains only six per- the 25,000-square-foot vince Southside farmers about farm equipment would generate $3,000
cent usable product, plant began operating in to find alternatives to purchasing and fencing. an acre.
Plans for 1985 call for
Compton said the
with the rest mostly September, although tobacco.
State cooperative ex- some 30 acres to be greatest advantage
water, Langlois said.
construction on some
-They had no use for parts of the plant is still tension specialists for planted, including 4 from producing
years have been warn- acres of small fruits, vegetables and small
it so they threw it in the under way.
sewer," said Langlois.
Much of the plant's ing southern Virginia and the start of cattle fruits in Southside is
fects production in particular, can suffer "They had no way of machinery
that the region has acand other tobacco farmers not to and sheep farming.
several ways. from prolonged cold processing it. The equipment
depend
solely
cess to the heavily
on
"Keep
in
mind,"
Comis one-of-aMarketing operations weather by death losses, technology wasn't kind. Langlois
pton said, "we have to populated East Coast
said. For tobacco.
can be hampered, smaller litters and there."
A small group of develop markets for areas, giving farmers a
instance, hydrolysis
meaning less-than - reduced conception
The protein and yeast reactors that convert Halifax County farmers therm The promotion of competitive advantage
normal meat in the rates, he said.
produced at the plant is lactose, a sugar corn- last summer ex- farm market develop- In being able to get proAlthough they have
pipeline at one time and
perimented by planting ment is important. We duce to market faster
above-normal at others. trimmed production,
37 acres of broccoli.
don't want to grow and fresher than West
That can result in price hog producers apJudging from the something and then not Coast producers.
variations that other- parently face some
reaction of a Roanoke have a market for them.
"I think our people
wise might not occur, or financial problems in
food chain, their broc"Someone said,'Plant are ready for it and
at least not in the the first half of 1984, at
coli, an iron-rich crop it, harvest it and if you looking for alternative
extreme.
least, according to curusually shipped from don't sell it, you will ways to increase their
Also, Ahalt pointed rent USDA projections.
California, was of smell it.' We don't want income," Compton said.
WASHINGTON (AP) soil.
The department's — More than one farm
out, the early arrival of
An example, the superior quality. The to make that kind of
The extension adbitter cold weather Economic Research in 10 that participated in report said, was the chain purchased all it mistake."
means that animals re- Service forecasts that last year's $9.4 billion case in Kings County, could get and paid $2 a
Compton reported on ministrator said the
quire more feed simply market prices of payment-in-kind pro- Calif., where producers box more than it paid the new farm enterprise first crops probably
to maintain body slaughter hogs in 1984 gram received benefits on six farms will get for California broccoli, last week to members of would be used by the
warmth. That means a will average $45 to $51 while not complying ful- over $4 million in PIK said E. Wayne Com- the seven-county Pied- Department of Correcreduction in growth effi- per hundredweight at ly with program rules, commodities, even pton, farm education mont Planning District tions, but that part also
would be used to help
cience — and reduced the major markets, says an audit report by though "about 14,000 coordinator for the ex- Commission.
develop markets.
down from an estimated the Agriculture acres of the land used to tension service.
profits for producers.
"One of our objectives
This year, the is to involve at least 100
Hog production, in $47 or $48 in 1983.
Department.
By June, Compton exsupport the payments
Based on surveys in 20 are flooded under about 137-acre farm on the new farmers in the pro- pects that at least 25
key states, the depart- nine feet of water" in property of a state duction of new crops farmers will be growing
prison will teach and alternatives for sup- some of the new crops.
ment's Office of Inspec- the Tulare Lake Basin.
tor General estimated
The lake bed is farm11 percent of the 699,717
ed in the dry years, but
farms enrolled in the the 14,000
acres were
thereby ensuring a and specialty crops. PIK program in those
"not suitable for crop
stable supply and keep- Nearly all include provi- states "did not fully
production in 1983," the
WASHINGTON (AP) pliance record when you corrective action,"
ing prices from sions that can impose comply" with program
report said.
—
For a brand-new pro- consider that this was a Rank said.
skyrocketing or plum- quality standards on requirements.
"We question whether gram that cost an massive new national
Such action could inmeting at will.
According to the
commodities, a method
estimated
$9.4
billion,
program,"
present
he
land,
said.
the
clude
requiring a
in
"It
its
Some consumer of limiting the volume report, the error,rate in state, should
be allowed the 1983 payment-in- should be pointed out farmer to repay the
the
20
states
—
which
marketed.
groups and growers say
kind program that paid that the majority of value of benefits colEleven orders, in- were said to account for to be designated . . . in
the half-century-old
1984 and subsequent farmers in surplus com- farms not in full com- lected under the 1983
$7.4
billion
of
the
PIK
cluding
lemons,
navel
system is outmoded, unmodities to cut crop pliance have been found program. In extreme
oranges, valencias, total value — could years," the report said.
fair and costly.
acreages did pretty to have substantially cases, there is always
cherries, raisins, prunes result in repayments to "Use of the flooded land
What is presented at and several tree nut the government of near- (as idled acreage) will well, says the man who complied in good faith the possibility of
the lemon meetings — crops, use weekly, ly $1 billion, depending not contribute to a oversees the with the program re- criminal charges if
actually an extension of biweekly or seasonal on whether the errors reduction of crop Agriculture Depart- quirements, and have there is evidence of
ment's farm programs. been allowed to continue fraud, for example.
hearings held last year curbs or "prorate" ar- were committed in good surpluses."
Rank said that the Of— and ultimately decid- rangements to restrict faith by farmers.
Everett Rank, ad- to participate in the proFarmers signed up
ed by USDA and the ad- marketings.
Investigators recom- nationally to take about ministrator of the gram with reduced fice of Inspector
benefits."
General audit was part
ministration, could have
In addition to the mended that any future 83 million acres from department's
Thus, if local boards of a watchdog program
an impact on other crops, most of the na- PIK program be production
of wheat, Agricultural Stabiliza‘tor higher authority initiated since PIK was
federal marketing tion's milk is sold under tightened, including corn, sorghum,
rice and tion and Conservation
determined that a put into effect last year.
orders and their role in dozens of federal milk revised standards for cotton
last year. Depart- Service, said Friday
farmer
did not blatantly
"This type of review
the production and sale marketing orders
that
"we
are
pleased"
which land taken out of crops ment officials say about
ignore the rules, is important to mainof many food items.
establish minimum and put to a conserva- 77 million acres were with a compliance audit
of the PIK program. chances are the infrac- taining the integrity of
There are currently 48 prices that handlers tion use to protect the actually idled.
The audit report, issued tions were overlooked — federal farm promarketing orders that must pay farmers.
earlier this week, said after having his benefits grams," he said. "This
affect fruit, vegetable Those prices are based
not only protects the
that 11 percent of the scaled back.
on the government s
"In those'tases 1,0here taxpayer, but is also effarmers
•
who
enrolled
in
dairy price support
the program in 20 key producers have blatant- fective in finding ways
rate.
states "did not fully ly been out of com- to improve the adThe Reagan adcomply.
" with the pliance, the department ministration of our proministration, commitwill take appropriate grams and services."
regulations.
ted at the outset to a
INI
Applicayfons for far, we have received 35
MN
MO
MI
reduction in federal
In addition, many pro=I
MEI IMP
NM
=I =I
MI
IM
Ell
IIMI
lin
NO
Ell
IMO
OM
regulatory muscle, has disaster /assistance' applications, or about ducers found loopholes
purchase, build, or tolerated the marketing from farmers in 17.5 percent of those or skirted rules that
repair houses in order system at the in- Calloway and Marshall expected."
should be tightened in
Calloway and Marshall sistence of farm in- Counties are being profuture PIK programs,
farm
urged
have
"We
Counties.
Come See Us...
terests, including the cessed as they are operators to submit the department's Office
Both counties were Agriculture Depart- received and Ronald W.
of Inspector General
designated ELS eligible ment and key farm- Nelson, County Super- their applications early, reported.
yet
cannot
even
they
if
for emergency laons as state members of visor for the Farmers
actual losses.
Rank, in a statement,
a result of the 1983 Congress.
Home Administration certify
753-4461
504 Maple St. Murray
us
allow
will
to
That
noted
that the audit
heavy spring rains and
However, there has (FmHA), said.
many of the report was based on
(Across fres tlis First Illetimiist Gerd)
the hot, dry summer been almost continual
Farm operators in complete
preliminaries now. random samples of 1,157
weather. Under this in -fighting over Calloway and Marshall
Weekdays 7-5 Saturday 8•3
designation, it is an- marketing orders, in- Counties who suffered Once the preliminary farms in 70 counties in
NS
ISM
MO
VIM
MI
INII
IN
MI =I
submit- 20 states. Nine out of 10
=
ticipated that 200 or cluding repeated losses because of application is
wait
farmer
can
the
ted,
farmers,
he
said,
were
more farmers will be assaults by Budget drought earlier this
aided in 1984 with Director David year became eligible for until losses are deter- in full compliance with
mined before providing the rules.
emergency loans.
Stockman and some FmHA emergency loans the final information
Farmers Home Ad- others in the White on Oct. 7, 1983, and have
Based on the survey,
support
ministration, a U.S. House arena. Stockman, six months, or until needed to
the report estimated
estimates."
Department of many believe, would April 9, 1984, to apply for earlier
that 699,717 farms in the
Agriculture agency, like to see all federal loans.
The Farmers Home 20 states participated in
"Based on Administration office is the program, accounmakes loans to farmers marketing orders
and rural residents who abolished as part of a preliminary located at 104 N. 5th St., ting for $7.4 billion in
cannot find other move to make farmers assessments, we expect Murray, telephone PIK benefits, or nearly
sources of credit at virtually 100 percent that about 200 farmers 753-0162. The office is 80 percent of' the $9.4
rates and terms they dependent on free in these counties will ap- open Monday through billion the department
can reasonably be exø markets for their ply for emergency Friday from 8 a.m to says the program cost.
loans," Nelson said. "So 4:80 p.m.
pected to meet.
"That's a good cornlivelihoods.

Tobacco alternatives sought

Cold to have its effects
WASHINGTON (AP)
— The huge blanket of
deep-winter cold that
has covered much of the
nation for weeks is
bound to have an effect
on livestock supplies
and market prices this
winter and perhaps well
into 1984, say
Agriculture Department economists.
J. Dawson Ahalt,
deputy assistant
secretary for
economics, said he had
no fresh estimates
because the extent of
losses to livestock producers isn't known at
this time.
However, Ahalt told a
reporter last week, the
severe cold and snow af-

Over 10 percent did
not comply with PIK

Lemon talks may turn sour
WASHINGTON (AP)
— The Agriculture
Department will open a
series of public
meetings this week in
California on proposals
for a lemon marketing
order. It could lead to
sour times for
thousands of farmers
across the country,
depending on the final
decisions.
Immediately, the
Issue involves lemon
growth in California and
Arizona under federal
procedures —
marketing orders —
that allow local committees to decide how much
of the crop can be sold
as fresh fruit during the
growing season.
The aim is to spread
out the marketings,

Disaster assistance
requests processed

FmHA grants totals
listed for counties
Loans and grants approved by the Farmers
Home Administration
(FmHA) office serving
Calloway and Marshall
Counties totaled
$3,941,250 during calendar year 1983, according
to Ronald W. Nelson,
FmHA county
supervisor.
This brings FmHA's
outstanding loan
balance to $36,815,000
for the two counties.
The farmer program
loans led the investments during 1983.
These included loans to
purchase farm land,
livestock, machinery,
crop operating expenses, and land
development purposes.
Rural Housing loans
of $1,021,000 were made
to help rural residents

Officials pleased with PIK

I.K.T. Auto Parts

We'll fix you up

4110

4P

"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

?

ATTENTION
Grain Sorghum Meeting•
There will be a meeting held for all farmers interested in grain
sorghum production
--

YOUR OLD COW..

Wed. Jan 11, 1984
1:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.

with

Grass Stretcher Feeds
Starting at $130" per ton.
Calf Feed $77$ per hundred
20% Hot Mixes $7" per hundred

Topics To Be Discuasedlnclude:
• Varieties available through Southern States
Si Economic comparisons to corn yield potential
Cl Seeding rates
DI Diseases and insects
El Pesticides
Fl Fertility requirements-soil types
Drougbt tolerance

BUCHANAN FEED
Industrial Road

Murray

Graves Co4ty Fairground
Community Center
in Mayfield

GrainMerchandising

Xidreshments MI be provided.

Southern States

753-3378

RAIUMAD AUL MURRAY,KY.

industrial Rd. Murray 753-1423
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BUYERS OF
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Parole violaters kill themselves after shootout with police

•••:. - '

ELMIRA, N.Y. (AP)
Two parole violaters
apparently killed
themselves after a
fierce shootout that left
one policeman dead and
two others wounded, but
authorities waited 12
hours before sending in
a robot to confirm the
deaths, officials said.
The shooting in a
public housing project

began at about, 5 a.m.
Sunday, after a taxi
driver alerted police
that two men had hijacked his cab in
another town 60 miles
away and forced him to
drive to this southcentral New York town.
Police evacuated the
00 to 70 units in the project before three officers entered a darken-

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Secret agent
4 Parent
collar;
6 Refund
11 Places for
combat
13 Raises the
spirit of
15 Proceed
16 Pertaining to
summer
18 Symbol for
gold
19 Brother of
Odin
21 Withered
22 Nobleman 4
24 Flesh
26 Unusual
28 Writing fluid
29 Chemical
compound
31 One following
33 Steamship
abbr
34 Sow
36 Soil
38 Freight
agent abbr
40 Simple
42 Brown as
bread
45 Arabian
garment
47 Apportion
49 Tropical fruit
50 Spar
52 Heap
54 Note of scale
55 Latin
conjunction
56 Mends
59 Sun god
61 Prim
63 Repast
65 Spirited
horse
66 Printer s
measure
6' Poem

DOWN
1 Droop
2 Confirms
3 Old pronoun
4 Bulk
5 Showy flower
6 Venerated
7 Guido s high
note
8 Wan
9 Near
10 Longs for
12 Compass
point
14 Becomes
sullen
17 Country
of Asia
20 Dines
23 Three-toed
sloth
24 Pronoun
25 Abound
27 Way out
30 Musical
instrument
32 Walked on
35 Let fall
37 South African
2
11

Answer to Previous Puzzle
UG
T

F E

18I

•
Dutch
38 Renowned
39 Lessens
41 Lambs pen
name
43 Looked
fixedly
44 Symbol for
tellurium
46 Conjunction
49 Om I from
5

1

pronunciation
51 Exact
53 Emerald isle
57 Before
58 Symbol for
tin
60 Exist
62 Mountain.
abbr
64 Negative
7

8

9

13

O

18

1

18

21

-22
26

29

31
38
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WH`f CAN'T I WEAR
THIS SHIRT TO SCHOOL?

I'M TIRED
TODAY
"WI-AT DID
YOU DO
LAST NIGHT?

ed apartment building,
where a "very !wavy
gunbattle" broke out,
said Elmira Police
Chief Thomas J.
Donnells.
Two officers were
wounded as they
entered the building and
the third, Sgt. John
Hawley, 40, was shot to
death as he climbed
through a window into
the first-floor apartment. Police returned
fire with shotgun blasts
and tear gas grenades.
Donnells said.

At 5 p.m., after
waiting throughout the
day for some communication from inside
the three-story brick
building, a remote controlled robot flown in
from New York City
entered the building and
sent back television pictures showing the two
men in the bathroom,
both dead.
"It looked like one had
committed suicide and
it looked to me like the
other one did, too," said
New York City Deputy

Chief John Lowe.
Donnells refused to
speculate on how the
two men died, but said
that "one of the victims
was found in a sitting
position and an apparent sawed-off
shotgun was across his
lap as he sat there."
Chemung County
Medical Examiner Edward Droleski identified
one of the gunmen as
Frank FoLnsbee, 22, of
nearby Horseheads.
Authorities believed
the other was Jerry Mit-

'Baby Doe's' health worsens;
subject of surrogate dispute
LANSING, Mich.
(AP) — Christopher
Ray Silver — a deformed infant whose birth set
off an emotional dispute
over his parentage and
the issue of surrogate
motherhood — reaches
his first birthday Tuesday with his future in
doubt.
The baby's father,
Ray Stiver, says he
doesn't think the child
will "be with us that
long."
"His head isn't growing like it should ... he
has a lot of trouble
breathing ... . It's one
problem after another,"
he said.
Before Christopher's
birth Jan. 10, 1983, at
Lansing General
Hospital, his mother
Judy Stiver had contracted to act as a surrogate mother and bear
an infant through artificial insemination for
a New York man and his
infertile wife.
But instead of the
healthy baby the would-

be parents longed for,
Christopher was born
with microcephaly, a
smaller than normal
size head which often indicates retardation.
Today, Christopher
suffers from
cytomegalovirus, a type
of herpes infection. He
cannot crawLyoll over,
sit or hold-'tili his head.
His hearing is impaired
and he has suffered
brain damage. He
weighs only 14 pounds
and is abnormally
susceptible to viruses
and infections.
Mrs. Stiver was to
have revived $10,000
from Alexander
Malahoff for bearing his
baby.

that they had not been
given proper advice on
how to carry out their
part of the agreement.
The cases were widely
publicized, with
Christopher known
simply as Baby Doe.
The Stivers did not
receive any payment
and finally agreed to
keep the child.
"If we hadn't taken
him, if we had put him
in an institution, we
would feel worse,"
Stiver, 42, recently told
the Lansing State Journal. "We have no
regrets about bringing
him home, even with all
his problems and all the
doctors and hospitals."
Mrs. Stiver said she
But after a tries to avoid both oppreliminary blood test timism and despair.
indicated Malahoff was "I'm trying to be
not his father, Malahoff realistic," said the
sued Mrs. Stiver for fail- 28-year-old mother.
ing to provide him with "He's my son and I just
live with him each day
a baby as their contract
and
try to help him
specified.
along. We'll just have to
The Stiv,ers filed a wait and see. I try not to
counter-suit, claiming hope too much."

AND I WANNA WEAR
MY BOOTS!WHY CAN'T
I WEAR MY BOOTS?

I SUPPOSE YOU
WANT ME TO WEAR
HUMAN CLOTHES!

LETS SEE-- I WENT
HOME , TOOK A NAP,
ATE DINNER, TOOK A
NAP, WATCHED TV
AND FELL ASLEEP

WI-10
ARE
YOU?
0
0

Binghamton- when cab
driver Edward Gould
was taken hostage at
npoint and ordered to
'rive to Elmira.
Near Elmira, the
gunmen tied Gould to a
tree at about 9 p.m.
Gould said he freed
himself and call police
an hour later.

QUINCY, Mass.(AP)
— The mother of a slain
Marine says her son
signed up for a second
tour of duty because he
was unable to find wprk,
and he was looking forward to getting out of
Lebanon in the spring.
"Those kids should
not have been there in
the first place," a grieving Mary Gargano said
Sunday of her son, Cpl.
Edward J. Gargano.
"It's not right. The fight
going on and the kids being killed. It's not
right."
The Pentagon said
Gargano, 21, died Sunday _morning when
gunmen fired rocket
grenades and smallarms fire at a detail of
12 Marines who had just
alighted from a
helicopter near the
British Embassy.
Gargano had also served briefly in Grenada.
He was the 258th U.S.
serviceman killed since

Officers noticed the
cab, with its identifying
marks painted over, at
the Jones Court housing
project about midnight,
police said.
Donnells said both
men were wearing
bulletproof vests and
had shotguns when they
were found.
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Teen drug use drops
NEW YORK (AP) —
After peaking in the late
1970s, marijuana use
continues to decline
among American teenagers, who experience
less peer pressure to
"turn on" and are wary
of how pot will affect
their health, government and private
studies say.
"We're finding surprisingly little drug use

Mother of slain Marine says
troops should not be there

I GUESS IM
JUST NOT USED
TO THAT TIGHT
A SCHEDULE!

American forces
entered Lebanon in
September 1982, and the
first to die in 1984.
"There's nothing
much to tell about Eddy," his mother said.
':He's just another
Marine, I guess."
Mrs. Gargano, 52,
lives with her husband,
Joseph, 56, in lowincome housing in Quincy, 10 miles south of
Boston.
She said a Marine and
a chaplain came to the
door of the duplex house
shortly before noon to
tell them the third of
their seven children was
dead.
Mrs. Gargano said
she had watched the
television report Sunday
morning. "I didn't think
anything of it. Then they
came to door."
The family had
received a letter from
their son Saturday
thanking them for his
Christmas gift box.

among teen-agers in the
14-18 age range. They
haven't done drugs and
don't want to do drugs,"
said Amy MacDonald,
an editor at TeenAge
magazine in Lowell,
Mass.
Ms. MacDonald,
whose magazine is doing a survey on teenagers' attitudes toward
drugs, said, "The most
common comment is
that they don't want to
ruin their bodies."
Heather Hanson, 16, a
junior at Wheeling Park
High School in Wheeling, W.Va., said there is
plenty of marijuana
available in her school.
"I could get it free," she
said. "I have so many
good friends who have
surplus."
But Heather said she
has never even tried
marijuana.
A new Gallup Youth
Survey of 542
respondents ages 13 to
18 said 19 percent
reported smoking marijuana at least once,
down from 40 percent in
1980.
The government's
latest statistics, compiled from surveys of
17,500 high school
seniors, indicated that
6.3 percent smoked
marijuana daily in 1982,
down from the peak of
10.7 percent in 1978.
"But that still means
that 1 of every 16 high
school seniors smoke
marijuana daily," said
Carol Sussman, a press
officer at the National
Institute on Drug Abuse.
"That's a lot."
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chell, 22, of New York
City, but dental and
fingerprint charts will
be needed for positive
identification, Chemung
County District Attorney James Hayden
said.
Both men were
wanted on parole violation warrants, according to Hayden. He said
police believed they had
holed up in the apartment of a female acquaintance of one of the
men.
The wounded
policemen, Investigator
Frank Marrone, 40, and
Officer Daniel Collins,
38, taken to local
hospitals where Marrone was listed in fair
condition and Collins in
good condition today.
Police said the incident began at about 8
p.m. Saturday in
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DEAR DR. LAMB — older.
When I kneel or sit too long
First, warm up with a
my joints become stiff. Can walk or light excerise. Even
you suggest a diet supple- a warm bath or shower
ment or exercise that can helps to warm up the body
help'? I'm 62 and li‘t in so that it's easier to stretch.
Denver's dry climate, ride a' The kind of stretching you
bike, swim and walk. I have do is important. The long,
no pain in my knees, but slow stretch that stretchgs
would like to try to prevent the muscles to their fill
it. The "crick- may be a length without pain is the
sign.
one you should use. Once you
DEAR READER 2 I'm have reached the maximum
glad you have no pain or amount of stretch, hold it for
discomfort. Stiffness is not 30 seconds. Warm ligaments
always caused by changes in and tendons stretched in this
the joints. The ligaments and manner will lengthen proptendons often cause the erly. Bobbing or rapid moveproblem.
ments to stretch muscles are
You don't need a diet for not nearly as effective and
this, but you need to learn may be harmful.
the value and proper way of
Ligaments and tendons
stretching. That becomes are made up primarily of
.more important as you get gelatinous material. If

1984 United Feature Syndicate,Inc

they're warm, they will
stretch. If they're cold, they
will behave like a spring and
snap back to their original
short length.
I have outlined a short
routine that covers most of
the important principles of
stretching in The Health
Letter 19-10, Stretching and
Flexibility, which I am sending you. Others who want
this issue can send 75 cents
with a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019.
Stretching should include
all of the major muscles in
the body, including the feet,
ankles and neck.
One reason posture
changes as people get older
is the tendons and ligaments
shorten. This tends to close
BOBBY WOLFF
the joints, causing the knees
and hips to bend. These
problems usually can be
avoided by a proper stretch'NORTH
1-9-84
ing program used on a regu•6 5 2
K Q 9 5-lar basis.
IIKJ62
DEAR DR. LAMB — I'm
4,73
a young girl and I haven't
WEST
EAST
yet started my period.
•8 3
•QJ1094
have a boyfriend who I love, •
•64
•A 7 3
and sex has come up. I real•10 9 8 5
•
4.KQ1091t
ly feel I am ready.
•542
SOUTH
Is it possible to engage in
•AK7
sex if you haven't begun
•J 1082
menstruating?
*A 73
DEAR READER — Yes,.
•AJ6
you can have sex. But it may
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer: not be wise. Your letter sugSouth. The bidding:
gests that you are very
young and you should ask
South West
North East
youself some serious ques1 NT 'Pass
24
Pass
2,
Pass
4V
All
tions.
pass
The fact that you have not
menstruated yet doesn't
Opening lead: Club king
mean you can't get _pregand also when East is dealt nant.
What about the dangers of
the doubleton queen.
venereal disease? If you and
your boyfriend are free of
Lead with The Aces
disease and neither one have
South bolds: 1-9-84
ihual relations with anyone
else, you wouldn't have a
•Q42
problem. But such idealistic
V 10 3
arrangements seldom stay
•J 10 9 7 2
that way.
4,843
What if your love dies?
tTh
What will your next boyWest' North East
Rooth
friend think of your previous
1 NT
24
IV
All
experience? Will you feel
IMMO
• guilty if you start such a
ANSWER Spade queen- An relationship?
exception to the normal
Remember that fulfilling
lend allow from three to an one's desires also requires
honor. The queen wins vrben• being ready to meet. your
the king is in dummy and responsibilities. Think It
costs nothing when partner over, as It's difficult to undo
hes the king.
the situation.

THE ACES®
"A place for everything
everything in its place.
Benjamin Franklin.
•••

REMEMEER,
M.OITHERS,THIS
IS THE DAY YOU
PQOMISED ME
A RAISE!

There are times to take a
finesse and there are times
to refuse. The decision
depends not only on the
cards dealt in any particular suit, but more upon the
setting of the entire hand.
At four hearts. South
takes his club ace and
knocks out the trump ace.
East returns a club to West,
who shifts to his spade eight.
(A third club to force dummy to ruff would be a more
testing defense.) South wins
the spade 'shift, draws
trumps and must play the
diamonds correctly. How
should he proceed?
With onepotential loser in
each of the four suits, South
must play the diamonds
with care. He can afford to
lose one diamond trick but if
he does, be must manage to
discard a losing spade 'on
dummy's fourth diamond.
If he plays his diamond
ace and finesses dummy's
jack, the gimes goes down;
one trick is lost in each suit.
The best drug, Aw.three
diamond wieners is to cash
dummy's king first and bad
to South's ace. If the queen
fails to appear, South Imicis
a third diamond to dummy's
jack. This line wins whenever the inferior play of the
second-round Rome wins,
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Notice

2
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Notice

Help

Wanted

3
IE
16. Home Furnishings

32. Apts for

310 1:71

Rent

46. Homes for Sale
48. Auto Services
50 Used Trucks
53. Services Offered
ABSOLUTELY
JUST LISTED. ideal re FOUR Crager
Guaranteed $250 USED Furniture, 15 cu ft VERY Private fur
1968
Cal
CHEVY
Pickup,
327
Have
5
Weekly Paychecks. upright freezer, electric nished Apartment in ntal property, close to the custom, 14 inch. 5 hole automatic. new tires and
Mokiie Nome Anthem,
LISA ALLEN
University. Upstairs chrome wheels also 4 wheels,
minutes? Call
Work in the comfort and ranges, refrigerators, town. Call 753 3964
custom
eaderpimi
ng, reefs
interior.
& THE
rents for $1754month and white letter tires. $100 for nice.
security of your own couchs, chairs, dinette
759-4444 for
See at 1803 College
suite. New solid oak resealed, eleminem
SOUNDS OF
downstairs for 3250c all. Call 753-9235 after Farm
residence. No exRoad.
an inspirational
month.Central gas heat 3 30pm.
perience. Equal oppor- pr6duction tables and 34. Houses for Rent
patio awnings, single
TENNESSEE
1978 FORD Van, Call 753and appliances are inmessag
tunity employer. Com- chairs. Special on bed
e
to
1266
deal. carports.
sod
or
at
night
Now audition753-3493.
rebuilt.
VW
engine
1600
cluded. Call KOPPERUD
plete details and ap- pillows 77 cents each.
brighten your
Dual Port. 350 Ex- 1977 INTERNATIONAL
JACK GLOVER
ing
Load
plication sent. Write to: George Hodge & Sons, 010 A COUPLE of young REALTY 753 1222.
Scout, 4 wheel drive,
change. 474-2325.
day. Children's
Wealthco, 700 N. $t. Dixieland Center, ladies wants to share a JUST listed. Large, well
753-1873
Guitar and key
automatic
, 54000 miles,
house. Located near constructed home with
Mary's Vliring'r Dept) Murray.
tape 759-4445.
board players.
one
owner,
will trade /LEE'S CARPET
No. 1400, San Antonio, USED oak king size bed- MSU and downtown swimming pool,and 4 9 . Used Cars
Call 436-2802.
room suite (bed and with 1 or 2 other ladies
CLEANING I "3 Murray's
Some
•xTexas 78206.
located on three beautiful
dresser) Call 759-1398
only professional CarCall Rebekah, 759-4172
acres. 3 or 4 bedrooms,
p•rionc• rimedPADUCAH Gun Show, AN OHIO OIL CO. offers Washer and Dryer,
pet Cleaning Company
ex- TWO bedroom house near storage galore, central
„Jaycee Civic Center, high income, plus cash cellent condition. $250
ed. C/W music.
53. Services Offered
with over 12 years
for University. completely gas heat and quality
bonuses,
benefits
to
semi'Saturda
y
and Sunday,
the set. Call 759-4638 after furnished $180. per throughout. Call
If int•rested
KOP
A-PPLIANCE SER- continuous local service
Gun door prize.McCann retired person in Murray 3 PM
using the most powerful
month. Available for Jan PERUD REALTY, 753contact Earl
VICE
Kenmore,
Gun Show 618-337-7543 or area. Regardless of ex1972 Cadllac
cleaning system made.
16. Deposit required. Call 1222 for an appointment.
perience
,
write
Westi
M.S.
nghou
se.
502-851-337
7. Next show
Alien
Spann Realty Associates LIVING at its best can
Extra Clean
Read, American 19. Farm Equipment
Whirlpool. 21 years Hundreds of satisfied
Frb 4 - 5.
502-436-2686.
753-7724.
Lubricants Co.. Box 426,
be found in this three
experience. Parts and repeat customers.
509
11th
S.
FRONT end loader for
Dayton, Ohio 45401.
After 6 p.m.
service. Bobby Hopper, Licensed and Insured.
bedroom, two bath
Massey Furguson trac- 36. For Rent or Lease
ARTIST
5.
home
'S
Bob's Appliance Ser- We move the furniture
Lost
and
in
models,
Found
Kingswo
od
call collect.
free. Free estimates, 24
temporary part-time, $5 tor, fits models 135, 230, FIVE car shop for rent or Subdivision. Formal 1971 GRAND PRIX,
good vice, 202 S. 5th St.
$50 REWARD. Lost large per
hr. Experienced 235,245 models. quick de- lease, Rent will be de- dining, fireplace with condition, pa, pb, Power 153-4872, 753-8886 hour service, 753 5827.
male Seal Point Siamese and
artistic sensatively tach model, like new, creased in slow months. heatalator, central gas windows,$500 or best of (home).
cat. Lost in 5 point area
preferred. Work will be $1500. Max Parker, office Call Mickey Pierce 753- heat and air; built-in fer Call before
5pm 753- Fence sales at Sears
Call collect 901-986-9550
assigned according to 753-7309, home 435-4444.
appliances including 8430. after 5pm 759-4805.
3134 or 759-4845
now. Call Sears 753-2310
need for models for
electric garage door 1071 TOYOTA Carona, for free estimate for
INTERIOR
Music
22.
al
spring semester 1984.
6. Help Wanted
38. Pets-Supplies
opener. Beautifully $400. 1971 Chev Pickup
our needs.
Jim Suitor & Jerry
Contact Art Dept., ALVEREZ Guitar, good
EXTERIOR
landscape
d
yard. $78, needs motor or overhaul,
ENERAL HOMr
Henry will be in our
Murray State Univers- condition $150 Call 753- ARC Bassett puppies and 500. Roberts Realty, $150.
REPAIR. 15 years exCall 345-2478.
PAINTING
AKC Beagle puppies,
ity. 762-3784. E0EtMF.
showroom from
753-1651.
6639
1973 CHEVROLET K-20 4 perience. Carpentry,
wormed and shots, Call
HIGH SCHOOL GRADS
CHER
BELI
creations,
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
PAStIVE Solar home, wheel drive truck, 3 year concrete, plumbing,
PEAVEY Bass Amplifier 489-2599
WW hire all qualified male
Aloe Vera Cosmetics Co
WALL PAPERING
roofing, sliding. NO
rustic in lovely Para- old red bone squirrel dog
753-0220 or inquire at ARC Registere
high school diploma grads.
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
d Great
is now hiring party plan World of Sound.
JOB TO SMALL. Free
Nosed 17-54-year olds for
dise
setting,
3
to
5
Call
acres.
435-4557
after
7pm.
Dane
Puppies, black,
sales people. Send re- UPRIGHT
PURDpM
technical yobs. We provide
JIM DAY
piano, needs Male $75, Female $50 Country living only 10 1975 MERCURY Bobcat estimates. Days 753,
training with good pay. Call
sume to P.Henley, Rte 10 tuning.
6973, nights 474-2276.
minutes from town. Wagon, 6 cylinder
MOTORS, INC.
$140
firm.
759Call 753-9530
toll-tree Mon -Thurs , 8
,
Box 406, Paducah Ky 9432 after 5p.m.
Painting
Three spacious be- lutomatic on the
Olds-Pont.-Cad.-Buick
a.m.4 p.m. 1.800-235-6680.
floor,
42001 or call 502-554-4188.
drooms, Two full baths, PS, PB, air, AMCFM
Real Estate
43
Aleminem and Vinyl
HOUSEKEEPER, every
plush carpeting cassette. Four new
753-3716
24. Miscellaneous
Friday, mature, dethroughout. Kitchen radials, complete tuneup,
siding end Alimentos
FREE ESTtrviATES*
pendable,
FIREWOO
D, 18 inch, $20
experienced,
complete with built-in 29,700 miles, excellent
TAXES filed. Short WANTED. Men and
Perdom t Thurman
trim for all boeses. It
appliances, lots of condition. $2,500. Call 502Forms $7.50, Itemized women who want to have references.Call af- rick picked up, $25 rick
BOB'S Home Im
lesvrence
stops pointing.
ter
7
delivered
pm.753-0413.
. Minumin 2
storage. Don't buy any- 762-2755.
$15.00. Now offering in work. You will be
provement and General
Reel Estate
Glover
Jock
thing until' you see this 1976 Honda Civic. AM
home service for shut-ins. selling specialty adver- MAINTAINCE SUPER- ricks. Call 474-2329.
FM
Contracting. 20 years
one. By owner, 753-4501.
Call Joyce Noel Tax Ser- tising items, business VISOR, developing and FIREWOOD for sale, Call
Soithside Coort Sq.
753-1873
tape and radio, new paint,
experience, additions,
vice at 489-2440 for premiums and sefety supervising a Preventive 753-5463 or 753-0144.
SOAK
in
your
Jacuzzi; excellent condition, lots
Murray, kentrcity
carpentry, painting,
awards to banks, Maintaince program for FIREWOOD for sale. Call
appointment
bask in the warmth of of miles $1195. Call 438- Guttering by Sears. concre
te work,
753-44S1
businesses and in- trucks and plant equip- 436-2197.
Sears
your
continuou
fireplace, enjoy 5610.
s gut- aluminum awnings
and
I your 21
dustries in your area. ment for multiple FIREWOOD, $25 a rick I
ters
installed
for your trailer skirting.
/
2 acre wooded 1977 PINTO Station WaCall
You will be earning the locations also hiring and delivered. Call 435-4389.
homesite from the large gon, automatic, PtS, specifications. Call 753-4501.
highest commissions supervision of plant, FIREWOOD For Sale.
secluded patio. En- PCB, and air. Good con- Sears 753-2310 for free
$20
SEWING Machine Rewhile working your own workers and drives at rick picked up. Call 753estimate.
tertain in your spacious dition. Call 753-8124.
REALTY
pair All makes and
hours. We offer a com- main location. Send re- 5665.
beamed ceiling family 1978 PONTIAC Bon- Insulation blown in by
models. Industrial,
plete benefit and train- plies to P.O. Box 1040 F. OAK
room. Only minutes neville, tilt, power win- Sears. TVA approved.
and hickory
Ise Ma Meet 733-4143
ing program. Call col- Murray Ky.
from town and just dows, AMtFM stereo, Save on those high home and commercial.
firewood, delivered.
Wayne
Mime
753-3011
38 yrs. experience. All'
lect 502-896-6757, ask for Need responsible person $25trick.
reduced S6,000. Call excellent condition. Call heating and cooling
Call 759-1145
Jmi 1. Agawam
434-5474
work guaranteed. KenMr. Thomas.
to take care of 4 year old after
Murray
Calloway
bills.
4p.m.
Call
Sears
Co.
after
753-2310
5pm
753-8697
or
753Coidwater
Reed
1912
neth Barnhill, 753-2674,
child, Monday, WednesRealty for an appoint. 2901
for free estimates.
Morey, Isetecky 42071
Stella, Ky.
day and Friday. 20 hours PINBALL
ment to see this lovely 1983 MAZDA,
machin
e,BASE
NUCLEAR PLANT
BALL
G&L
(502)73-0184
week your house or mine.
Home. 753-8146.
once.Aroa TRAINEES
t - ypepin•
automatic, air. will sell
Will haul white rock,
Copy
and
references, 753-4996
Anytime
No •spe'lance nec•aary ImTHREE bedroom brick for payoff. Call 753-9644.
ball machine, $200.
Restoration
sand, lime, rip rap and
We•
mediate openings for quellfled
RN or LPN needed. Full antique
lOf 1. AMON
Ranch
style
walnut
home
waron 1967 CORVAIR. Black.
male high school dipionla grade
can retouch and •
masonary sand, coal.
time opening available drobe,
Broker
acreage in Lynn Grove, hardtop. Newly up17•84 Pnxgrame include ha.nde on
$375. Antique one
for the 11-7 shift. Em- horse open
restore natural col •
Call Roger Hudson,
experience at a nuclear generating
I
wood burning stove, low holstered, new engine.
sleigh and
plant Full pay while training Call
ployee will be schedualed other
ors black & white or•
753-4545
or
utilities.
antiques.
Call
Days,
435-4559
Sharp! Price negotiatoll•tree, Won -Thum
8 a or 4
to work Mon-Fri with ev- 753-1271.
sepia tone
753-6763.
•
p m 1 /00-21.1-6680
:after 5pm.
Evenings, 753ble. Call 753-7863 afterery weekend off. Contact 6620.
CARTER STUDIO 118
noons or evenings.
Care Inn 247-0200
300 MAIN 753 8298•
Seasoned hickory, oak,
47. Motorcycles
RRA or ART on consult- mixed
McKinney Appliance
hardwoods,
WET
BASEMENT? We
ing basis. Hillman Hospi- 330/rick
Service on all major
1980 HONDA XR-80.
delivered. Min.
make wet basements
tal Inc, Fulton Ky, 42041. order-2
applianc
es.
Wards,
Call 753-7252 after 5p.m.
ricks. Call John
dry. Work completely
502-472-1613.
FOR SALE
Westinghouse, Maytag,
Boyer at 753-0338.
TECHNICAL ASSISTANT-City of
1982 ItTM Tri-Moio 125
Appointments made
guaranteed. Call or
Tappen,
Admiral,
1981
Cadillac
G.E. write Morgan ConWHILE they last. 12 Volt
9. Situation Wanted
for your conve- 3-Wheeler, excellent
Murray Planning Department. Clerical
and all others. No. 10
Auto Batteries, $15 Excondition. 438-2372.
Diesel, white
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
nience. Fut time sale
Dixieland Ctr 753-8505.
SHG, Typing Service. change. Call 753-3711.
skills required. Application are
409A, Paducah, Ky
with
burgand
y
P.O. Box 45. Call 753- Wood for sale.
associate
evening
s
Need work on your trees? 42001 or call 14-42-'26.
$22.50
available in the Planning Departments,
48. Auto Services
0406.
top,- excellent
Topping, pruning, shap
phony's.
rick delivered. Also
City Hall Building, Fifth and Poplar
WANT your house build plank fences. 759ing, complete removal
1967 CAMARO body
Condition. 22
Amos McCarty 753-2249
cleaned after the 9313 after 5p.m.
and more. Call BOVER'S
parts, 74 Monte Carlo and
Streets.
Aimless Service Cs.
Theresa
Kagirt
753-1728
miles
per
gallon
TREE SERVICE for
holidays? Can begin
74 cutlass for parts. Two
Joyce
Betrivorth
Alamiela ail lisyl
The city of Murray is an Equal Oppor753-9303
plus you save $8
Professional tree care.
immeadiately, ex- 27. Mobile Homes for Sale
350 Buick engines, 455
perienced, references,
753-0338.
Anne Recast .7512477 Olds, Pontaic, Buick
sill* Castilla till wilt
tunity employer. Operating under an
to
$10
tank
a
on
12x65 TRAILER for sale.
Call 436-2648.
Loa. taw
753-2409 transmissions $75 each.
S
Ilateraces. Call Will El
diesel fuel. Will
affirmative action plan.
Rally wheels for Chev
WILL do baby sitting day Call 753-1551 after 5pm or
Premix
Dunn
753-6725
12-1611.
see
Brandon
Dill,
Dills
frade, finance
and Olds $100 set.72
or night in my home. Call
Bob Haley
489-2288 Cutlass and 72 Monte
Trailer Court.
759-4803,
with down pay1974 MOBILE home
Carlo doors. Will sell or
ment or pay off
electric heat, air condi
trade. Call 753-8177
10. Business Opportunity
56 Free Column
Low, Low Rotes.
non unit, partly fur- 46. Homes for
bank
balance.
Sale
IMPORT
Auto
Satisfied
Reference
Salvage.
s.
FREE
to good home 11
nished, 2 BR, good
753-7113
month old male German
3 BR house, natural gas New and used parts for
condition. 435-4151.
Estimates.
Frei
most imports at reShepherd collie mixed
HODGE'S
MUST sell 1975 Viking heat, central air, ad- asonable
7Sc- 1/13
prices 474Call 753-7410.
ditional living space or
double
wide
trailer
with
TAX SERVICE
2325.
medal storage building, efficiency apt. with
Now open for
central air, kitchen ap- separate entrance. New
pliances including port- storage building, 12x16
1984
Tax
ble
dishwasher. Can be many extras. 2 blocks
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Season, 7 years
Specializes in General Cleaning For:
seen at B-10 Fox from college in quiet
Gold
Saver
neighborh
experience.
ood.
Sale by
Meadows. Call 753-9413 or
Churches
Businesses
Closed
Homes
owner.
Closed
753-3949.
753-6674 after 5pm.
1104 Pogue
Yesterday 375.25
3 BR house, natural gas
We PROFESSIONALLY
Yesterday
8.47
Ave.
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
heat, central air, adOpened
Opened
(and economically)
502-759-1425
Today
TWO bedroom Trailer, ditional living space or
364.75
Today
7.83
steam or dry clean carpets
excellent condition in efficiency apt. with
Down
10.50
Down
.84
BUr
country, large lot with separate entrance. New
strip and re-finish floors
I
',It%
WE'LL
o
C
of
patio. $285 with utilities or storage building, 12x16
OwE. MONEY
wash windows, walls, etc.
many
extras.
2
blocks
$185
without. Call 901-286GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
'TM'S YEAR
from college in quiet
WE CLEAN EVERYTHING WITH
(3805.
STAN1 4 . Want to Buy
AMP Vr
JEWELERS-OLYMPIC PLAZA
neighborhood. Sale by
DorT
At-Loupe'
MS
5
TENDER, LOVING CARE
owner. 753-3949.
we- buy Gold Silver 8. Diamonds
or F2 Gleaner Combine. 30. Business Rentals
TM6
0-5"4..ift
IN Tie
759-9754 of 759-1834
BEAUTIF
Call
492-8580.
Ho,“,
UL
lakefront
8
1°
013.1y
12
5
Sunday
131w5..- DEAR.YEAR,
on the home in Panorama
Fre. Pricing Os Location
OLD house that needs
Wocy & Brooke Harrington
restoring Will also re- University campus. Shores. Recently reduced
store your older home. Ideal for sororities. to $79,500. Large spacious
Over 20 yrs. construction fraternities or offices. rooms, family room with
fireplace and much more.
experience. Call James 753-2967.
Ideal for year around livRay Hamilton, 753-9400.
VO/A0111MOM
ing or summer enjoyO!1 owner car, low milMini
TEX PLACE
ment. Call KOPPERUD
age, front wheel drive
/4
REALTY 753-1222.
Warehouse
prefered. Call 753-4996
ADAM SELL
BY owner, 3 bedroom
PORTA CRIB. Call 753Storage Spec.
TRW'S_ YIE
brick, living room, din8102.
(Cho This Ad From The Paper
%MAW ID airr
For Rent
ing room combination,
RAW Furs. Raccoon,
MOW fireplace, 2 car carport,
And Save For A Mandy Reference)
mink, muskrat, red and
753-4758
large corner lot with
gray fox, opossum, beO.a,
two out buildings.
0.000.0, 1.
aver, coyote. McClellan,
C.
*
Located at 13th and
Pulaski, Ill. 618-342-6318.
32. Apts for Rent
Sycamore. Low 340's.
USED air conditioners.
1 BR apt., 1628 Miller. 1 Call 753-3152.
Dill Electric. 753-9104.
6 a.m. - 10 p.m. 7 Days A Week
WANTED: Round or block from University. COUNTRY home, 4 bedroom, 1 10 bath, living
baled hay. Call 436-2997 or $110. Call 753-7123.
noes 753-5351/753-5352
2 BR furnished apt. room with cathedral ceil753-4593
near Hospital. Utilities ing, also has fireplace
furnished. $160 per with heatolater, large
16. Home Furnishings
month plus $100 deposit. kitchen, formal dining
24 J. FT Side by Side 753-3584.
room, den and large
refrigerator. Call 763MURES
storage room. By Owner.
7252 after 5p.m.
ficiency. 1 or 2 be- Call 436-2197.
If it's with we
POUR piece maple bed- drooms, also
sleeping FORMAL OR IN
room suite. Maple dining rooms.
pumps, plum Zimmerman FORMAL.. This is a
room suite, Tappen elec- Apts.
Quality Service
S. 16th St. great entertainment
or electric, then
tric stove, Kenmore 753-6609.
home. You can get in on
Washing machine. Call
Company
have the answer.
ONE and Two bedroom the fun with this four
437-4572.
Heating and Air
apartments, near down bedroom, two bath, 11
/
2
Call
John
Glover,
sofa
Aleationion end Vinyl
town Murray Call 753- story home...Fenced
Conditioning
chair. Call 753-21102
licensed with 26
4109, 762-6650 or 436-2844.
Siding, Cesteas trim
back patio...Truly a
Soles,
Soles and
ONE bedroom furnished marvelous home for enwork. Refereeces.
years experience.
Service
Modern
Apartment, 121 North. tertaining and comfortaCal WIR Ed leder,
Answering servk
next to fairgrounds, no ble family living...Let's
Sheet Metal 8, Ser•
7534581.
pets. Call 753-3139.
see this one today. CEN
vice Departments.
provided.
THREE room Apart- TURY 11 Loretta Jobs,
Broeringmeyer
By
Realtors...
753-1192.
ment,
furnishe
d,
all
Health Awareness Center
utilities, Available now, HOUSE, lot, and furni1801 W Main. Call ture. Only $15,000. Ideal
JOGGER'S INJURIES
758-3984.
column.
for starter home or
TWO bedroom duplex Investment. Very livaA thorough chiropractic exam
Jogging can cause potentially
RANDY
now available stove, re- ble. Compare with
serious injuries from overuse of of your spinal column locates the
TNOINTON
frigerator, carpet, re- mobile home and you'll
Send
cause
of
disorder.
your
the
Gentle
hand
muscles and tendons-the tough
cently redecorated. De- buy it. MURRAYadjustments correct the problem.
MUTING AND AIR
packages
the
easy
fibers that connect muscles to
posit
required,
CALLO
couple
WAY CO.
CONDITIONING INC.
bones-and injuries to ligaments- When your spine is properly reway
prefered, no pets. Call REALTY, 73-$146.
aligned,
vital nerve energy flows
the tissues that connect your
436-7756.
IMMACULAIE CONDIUse our convient
Free Estimates
freely and healing is quickly
bones and act as joint coverings.
TION! The results of
service.
We accept
underway
R.trt
Houses
34.
for
.
%fibre
Steve-, or
.r4
.4_• "ts raid sign of pain, see
hours or ''', .v.edrk by the
draft wWies
UPS packages for
your chiroprector. Inflammation, New Year. fcir • happy, healthy
1 1 tkattt Yam owners are evident In MIS
Quick
Brought to you as a
shipment
Road. 3 bedroom, large lovely home 3 bedroom, 2
strain, sprain, swelling are all communi
ty service by
Dry Cleaning.
kitchen. den, game bath. All new carpet, new
signs of impinged circulation.
COURT SQUARE
The pinto. Maim h. Doles
drapes and freshly painroom, utility room
Because jogging sends shock waves
Upholstery CleanANTIQUES
Broeringmeyer
lltiasher. dryer and re- ted inside and out. Nice
end roman • Menu end
through the spine as your feet Monday
ing
furnishe
frigerato
patio
Downtow
4
d.
miles
r
on
East
back...
n
102
Hwy
(weary
94
Calloway
large
keep pounding the ground, a
Thru
Two blocks from cam- SWIM! area plus 2 car
Murray,Ky. 42071
Cheeteel
Court Square
753-512
7
chain reaction may lead to sublux pus $350 monthly. Re- carport For your per
Phone 502)753-2962
753-7499
atIon (misalignment) of one or
ferences
Call
sonal
.
(606)
tour,
call
CENFriday
Out of State 1-800-826-331186
more iertebrae in your spinal
Hours A.M.-6 P.M. it 276 3629. Available TURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
February 1st
Realtors at 753-102
a

CAR FOR SALE

PAINTING

HELP WANTED

BAILEY'S CARPET
CLEANING

Pet
SLUE

TLC

1)4
waReED
Aeoui

P

rill-TIDINGS

PAO**

Dial-A-Service

yEsi

Taxi Cab Service

911

To Place Your
Classified

Police
911
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Phone

Mc-ray-Calloway
Casty hospital

Aluminum
Service

753-5131

Co.

Gilroy Comity
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CHIROPRACTIC OUTLOOK

753-6952

Ns.

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING
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Poison

Control
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Kissinger to present report

OBITUARIES
Mr. Wilkerson Final rites
dies today at for Mr. Farris
local hospital are today

J.D. McCuiston dies at home
Joe Donald M c Cuiston, 48, New Concord, died at approximately 8:30 a.m. Saturday at his home.
Howard Damon
Mathis, Calloway County Deputy Coroner, said
Mr. McCuiston was
found dead in his bed by
his mother later Saturday morning when she
returned from Murray.
She said she had heard
him up about 8 a.m.
Saturday before leaving
the house. His death was
from an apparent heart
attack, Mathis said.
Mr. McCuiston had
retired as a steele
worker in Detroit, Mich.
He was a member of
New Mt. Carmel Baptist
Church.
Born June 19, 1935, in
Calloway County, he
was the son of Fannie
Eula Stubblefield McCuiston Sumner and the
late Joseph Woodrow
McCuiston.
Survivors are his
mother, Mrs. Fannie
Sumner, New Concord;
two daughters, Mrs.
Cynthia Kay Brambell,
Southgate, Mich., and
Miss Sandra McCuiston,
Naples, Fla.; two sons,
Timothy Ray McCuiston, Florida, and
Joe David McCuiston,
Detroit, Mich.
Also surviving are two
sisters, Mrs. Paul(Martha) Darby, Houston,
Texas, and Mrs. Jackie
(Ada) Geurin, New Concord; two brothers, Mac
A. McCuiston, New Con-

Monroe Wilkerson, 69,
Funeral services for
Rt. 7, Mayfield, Col- James Robert (Bob)
dwater community, Farris are today at 2
died today at 3:46 a.m. p.m. in the chapel of
at Murray-Calloway J.H. Churchill Funeral
County Hospital.
Home. The Rev. R.J.
He was a retired Burpoe is officiating.
farmer and a member
Pallbearers are Ed
of the Calvary Mis- Hendon, Bobby
sionary Baptist Church. Meadow, Noel Smith,
Born May 14, 1914, in Wavel Osbron, James
Calloway County, he McKinney and Perry
was the son of the late Hendon.
Clint W. Wilkerson and
Burial will follow in
Myrtle Taylor the Murray City
Wilkerson.
Cemetery.
Survivors are his
Mr. Farris, 64, New
wife, Mrs. Clellon Concord, died Saturday
Cochrum Wilkerson, to at 5:20 a.m. at Western
whom he was married Baptist Hospital,
on Dec. 17, 1932; one Paducah.
daughter, Mrs. Gerald
He was a bus driver
(Shirley) Rule, Rt. 1; for the Calloway County
two sons, Billy Grey School System and a
Wilkerson, Ypsilanti, member of the former
Mich., and Ted Ray New Hope United
Wilkerson, Rt. 7, Methodist Church.
Mayfield;
Born in Calloway
Also surviving are two County, he was the son
sisters, Mrs. John D. of the late Albert Perry
James, Rt. 7, Mayfield, Farris and Myrtle
and Mrs. Earl Lamb, Meador Farris.
Rt. 1; one brother,
He is survived by his
Eurie Wilkerson, wife, Mrs. Eva
Mayfield; seven grand- Ferguson Farris; one
children; 10 great- daughter, Mrs. Roy
grandchildren.
(Marie) Wyatt, Rt. 8;
The funeral will be one son, Jimmy Farris,
Wednesday at 2:30 p.m. Rt. 5; one stepdaugher,
In the chapel of Max Mrs. LaDean Rutledge,
Churchill Funeral Lewisville, Texas; five
Home. The Rev. grandchildren.
Stephen Cobb and the
Rev. Jimmy Madding
will officiate.
Active pallbearers
will be Keith Wilkerson,
Rex Wilkerson, Ricky
Wilkerson, Terry Rule,
Final rites for Eugene
Morris Parker and Roy
(Killer) Youngblood
Scott.
Honorary pallbearers were Saturday at 2 p.m.
will be Barkley Taylor, in the chapel of Max
Teddy Rogers, Leon Churchill Funeral
Robertson, Jerry Home. The Rev.
Begley, Bonnell Taylor Stephen Guarneros officiated. Music was by
and Kenny Wilkerson.
James Albert (Al)
Burial will follow in Jimmy and Linda Nanney, 59, 815 Morton
Wilson.
the Bazzell Cemetery.
Pallbearers were St., Paris, Tenn., died
Friends may call at
Sunday at 3:30 p.m. in
the funeral home after 1 John Compton, Bill the emergency room of
Bailey,
Ernie
Sheridan,
p.m. Tuesday.
Eddie Black, John B. Henry County General
Cavitt and James Hospital there. He had
been stricken ill at his
Cooper.
Burial was in the Col- home.
Mr. Nanney was a
dwater Church of Christ
salesman for the Athens
Cemetery.
Mr. Youngblood, 51, Paper Co., Nashville,
died Wednesday at Ten. He was a veteran
Murray-Calloway Coun- of World War II, a 32nd
degree Mason, a
ty Hospital.
The funeral for Mrs.
Methodist, and a
Rhoda Mae Moore was
member of the Elks
Saturday at 2 p.m. in the
Club.
chapel of J.H. Churchill
Born Sept. 15, 1924, in
Funeral Home. The
Calloway County, he
Rev. Darrell Ramsey
was the son ,of Harlon
officiated. Music was by
Nanney and the late Ola
E ric and Treva
Duncan Nanney.
Kelleher, singers, with
One brother, David
Doug Holt as organist.
Nanney, died in
Pallbearers were
CORBIN, Ky.(AP) — September 1983.
Morgan Moore, Owen The Seaboard
He is survived by his
System's
Moore, Coley Cowan, railroad yard at Corbin father, Harlon Nanney,
Ed Ethington, Eddie may get a shot
in the Murray; two sisters,
Ethington and John arm later this
Mrs. Ben (Alice)
year.
Ethington.
Company officials Hopkins, Rt. 2, and Mrs.
Burial was in the Mur- won't discuss the
details Gracie Bucy, Rt. 1,
ray City Cemetery.
but they say there's a Almo; several nieces
Mrs. Moore, 50, 514 plan in the works
to ex- and nephews.
South Sixth St., died pand and improve the
The funeral will be
Thursday at 5 p.m. at yard's locomotive shop Wednesday at 1 p.m. in
Murray-Calloway Coun- and service facilities. the chapel of Max Churty Hospital.
That could mean more chill Funeral Home.The
She is survived by her Jobs for the Rev. Kendrick Lewis
husband, Aubrey southeastern
Kentucky will officiate.
Moore; one daughter, yard, where
Burial will follow in
there
MISS Deborah Moore; already are 250 the Temple Hill
four sons, Morgan, workers.
Cemetery in Calloway
Owen, Darren and Colin
If Seaboard officials County.
Moore; two brothrs, approve the
Friends may call
proposal,
Bruce Richmond and an official announce- from 1 to 9 p.m'. today
Ed Ethington; three ment will come later (Monday) at the
grandchildren.
McEvoy Funeral Home,
r
this year.
Paris, Tenn.,-and after
10 a.m. Tuesday at the
Max Churchill Funeral
Home, Murray.

Youngblood
services
Saturday

J.A. Nanney,
Calloway
native, dies

Rites for
Mrs. Moore
said Saturday

Railroad
shop may
expand and
improve

Livestock market

LOUISVILLE. Ky (AP (USDA
— Estimated receipts cattle and
palves 2400. slaughter steers and
/setters higher. slaughter cows and
hullo steady, limited calves and
vealers opening fully steady
Slaughter steers choice 2
05-1.00 lbs 88 80-70 70. mixed rood
and choice 2,11 975-1050 lb.
011_004111.50; dairybrede 56 80, good
3-9 510-1080 lbs
Si 50,64 00.
r heifers choice 2-4 800-1070
t
=
1.
0040,00, good 2-5 880-1000 lb'
0.0044.40. few randard and low
711151000 lbs. 06.110419.50.
Slaughter cows 1-11 500004
••,•
issisional Mgt dressing tr - • sr 03 57.75: high-cutter and Nrtnino.
ellalty 1-3 31044.90; high drawing
and high boning Individuals
111101111-16.71; cutter 1-2 2111.71-13.75
laniter and cutler uisder 11110
21.045.00. Slaughter butte yield
-2 101113-11175 lbs. 37.0046.80
3-3 11103417 lbe., bullocks
AO; whauglder veslers Choice
05-20 lb.. 411.1111411.110; Indhrldual
WOO; thole* 1111114.15 lbs.
darellier robes
skiers stedIsin trent* 1
$40-11/11 lbs. WU; 400-11144 lbs
501541.10:501400 Lb.. OO.IPOOLTI.
kb MAO 10s 411111441111.410; MOO
lb..1141.91-114.1111;
411.114411.11; essmilems I 111•4111lbs
Lbs. 110.1541.111:

Hog• 800
barrows and gilts
steady. 1.2210.140 lbs. 5100-5100, 2
220-256 lb. 5070.51 00, 2-3 290-295
lbs 50.00-50 TO, 3 210-270 lbs.
48 00-49 00 Sows steady to 5.00
higher, 1 300-375 lb* 46.00-46.50. 1-2
10000 lbe 44 00-46 00, 300-400 lbs
46 0046 00. 400-400 lb. 46 00-48 00.
450-600 lbs 48.0040.00: 500.750
50 00-61.26. modlum 1100450 lb.
31 50-57 OD. boars over 300 lb.
la 0046 50

cocci, and Mason McCuiston, Rt. 5; five
grandchildren.
The funeral is today at
2 p.n. in the chapel of
Max Churchill Funeral
Home. Ed Davis is officiating. The song service is by singers from
New Concord Church of
Christ with Charles Edwin Stubblefield as
leader.
Pallbearers are Glenn
Stubblefield, Eddie
Bruce Stubblefield,
Danny McCuiston,
Jackie Geurin, Dale
Campbell and Billy Joe
Kingins.
Burial will follow in
the McCuiston
Cemetery.

Services
were Sunday
for Mr. Elkins
Services for Andy
Cecil Elkins were Sunday at 1:30 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock Coleman Funeral
Home. The Rev. James
Fortner officiated.
Music was by choir of
Emmanuel Baptist
Church with Aaron
McWherter as leader
and Julie Baker as
pianist.
Pallbearers were
Homer Ahart, Gerald
Paschall, Gary Ahart,
Mitchell Mathis, Ronnie
Mathis and Roger
Mathis.
Burial was in the Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Elkins, 63; 1001
Glendale Rd., died
Thursday at 11:52 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Ruby N.
Mathis Elkins; three
daughters, Mrs. Dan
Duke, Mrs. Guy Henton
and Mrs. Steve Ladd;
one son, Randy Elkins;
one brother, Dallas
Elkins; eight
grandchildren.

WASHINGTON (AP)
— Over the past generation, a stream of factfinding commissions,
task forces and special
emissaries have gone to
Latin America on behalf
of a succession of
presidents puzzled
about what American
policy toward the region
should be.
This Wednesday, a
new chapter will be added to the ritual when,
after five months of
labors and two trips
south, the National
Bipartisan Commission
on Central America,
headed by former
Secretary of State
Henry A. Kissinger,
presents its report to
President Reagan.
After hearing from
more than 300 experts
and visiting eight countries, Kissinger and his
11 commission colleagues are now ready
to submit their findings.
The commission will
recommend $8 billion in
U.S. economic aid to the
region over the next six
years, The Washington
Post quoted commission
officials as saying in its
Sunday editions.
The New York Times,
in today's editions,
quoted three unidentified commission
members as saying that
the panel will recommend continued aid to
Insurgents seeking to
o ver,throw the
Nicaraguan government. The report sees
aid to Nicaraguan
rebels as an important
way to promote negotiations for a regional settlement in Central
America, rather than a
way of trying to overthrow the Sandinista
government, the Times
report said.
The Times quoted the
panel members as saying they agreed to tie
further U.S. military aid
to El Salvador to
periodic legislative
review of progress on
e lections, land
redistribution, a better

Justice system, human
rights and the halting of
right-wing death
squads.
Previous missions
have varied in size and
scope 1391 their mandates have been fundamentally similar: to
make recommendations
that will produce stabWty, peace, prosperity
and pro-Western
democracy in an area
where violent revolution
seems an attractive
alternative to the
millions who have no
stake in preserving the
existing system.
In 1953, Milton
Eisenhower undertook a
trip to 10 South
American countries in
1953 on behalf of his
newly inaugurated
brother.
Similarly, in his first
year, President Carter
sent first lady Rosalynn
to Central and South
America.
The most ambitious
fact-finder of all was
Nelson A. Rockefeller,
who undertook four
weeklong trips to Latin
America in May and
June of 1969. He
reported back to President Nixon on a mission
marred by demonstratiOns, riots and bombings. Three countries
refused to receive
Rockefeller and his
23 -member
commission.
Eleven years earlier,
Nixon himself had gone
on perhaps the most
memorable of all the
hemispheric factfinding missions. He encountered riots in Peru
and a rock-throwing
mob in Venezuela that
threatened his life.
His experience convinced the Eisenhower
administration a new
policy was needed and,
four months after
Nixon's trip, the United
States announced it was
dropping its longstanding opposition to
establishment of an
inter -American
development bank.
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Industrial Average
Air Products
Ashland
American Telephone...
Chrysler
Dupont
Ford
G.A.F
general Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf 011

-.63
45% -%
28% +%
66% +
29% unc.
52% -%
45% +%
17 +%
59% +
79 + %
38% 4-%
33% +
31% +/
1
4
47% +%

I.B.M
Jerrico
J.C. Penney
Johnson & Johnson
K Mart
Mary Kay Cosm
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
U.S. Tobacco
Wal Mart
Wendy'p
Wetterau
A.L. Williams

123% -%
17% 41
56%, +%
41% -%
33 -1
/
41
15% 44
41% -%
61% +
40% unc.
36% +%
40% -%
39% -%
20% -%
19% -%
12% 44.

C.E.F. Yield

The sense of alarm
about the hemisphere
nowadays is similar to
that felt by President
Kennedy when he
assumed office in 1961.
Then, the Castro revolution had taken root in
Cuba and Kennedy was
worried that other countries might follow suit.
Kennedy sent former
Democratic presidential candidate Adlai
Stevenson to Latin
America in 1961 to help
him formulate a new
policy. Kennedy also used another method of
learning about Latin
American opinion: A
month after he took office, nine of the
hemisphere's best
known economists were
recruited to submit a
report to the new
president.
Subsequently, the
Alliance for Progress
was formed, representing perhaps the boldest
departure in
hemispheric policy of
any administration
from what had come

I
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To the age-old White
House question of
"Where do we go from
here in Latin
America?" Reagan is
hopeful Kissinger and
his commission.can produce some persuasive
answers.

Five Central American
nations approve peace plan
PANAMA CITY, military presence and
Panama (.(kP) — Five establishing "a
Central American na- reasonable balance of
tions have approved a power in the area."
peace plan which,
It calls for a census of
although stripped of foreign military adsome key proposals, visers in each country,
urges free elections and aimed at eliminating
removal of foreign the advisers and other
military advisers from foreign soldiers taking
the war-torn region.
part in military and
The document security activities in the
adopted Sunday con- region.
tains many points sugThere are U.S.
gested last month by the military advisers in El
four nations of the year- Salvador, Cuban
old Contadora group. military advisers in
But a proposal for a Nicarauga and U.S.
moratorium on new troops participating in
arms acquisitions in the joint military
area after Feb. 29 was maneuvers in
absent in the final state- Honduras.
ment, and it contained
Asked why the arms
no timetable for moratorium was exwithdrawal of foreign cluded, Foreign
advisers.
Minister Rodrigo
The group — compos- Lloreda Caicedo of Coled of the foreign ombia said, "You must
ministers of Mexico, first have an invenVenezuela, Colombia tory." He said it is a
and Panama — met 12 question of stages, and
times during its that the elimination of
yearlong effort to create that part of the Cona peace document ac- tadora plan was more
ceptable to El Salvador, technical than a matter
Guatemala, Nicaragua, of policy.
Costa Rica and
The plan also calls for
Honduras.
the elimination of
At the end of the groups trying to
weekend meeting, after destabilize Central
the final document was American governments,
read by Panamanian an apparent reference
presidential Spokesman to internal guerrilla
Jose Hernandez, the movements operating in
foreign ministers shook most of the countries.
hands and embraced
It called for similar
each other.
treatment for irregular
The agreement calls forces who use one Cenfor an inventory of tral American nation to
arms, military installa- attack another — a
tions and soldiers by reference to
each Central American U.S.-backed anti country with the goal of Sandinista rebels based
reducing each country's mostly in Honduras.
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before. It was an ambitious program of
economic and social
development, generously financed by the
United States.
Justifying the program,Kennedy said,"If
the only alternatives for
the people of Latin
America are the status
quo and communism,
then they will inevitably
choose communism."
That same concern
prompted Reagan to
form the Kissinger commission. Kennedy was
worried that it was "one
minute to midnight" In
Latin America for the
United States.
Nowadays, the hour
seemingly is at least
that late in Central
America.
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MURRAY MEMORIAL GARDENS EXTENDS SALE
UNTIL JAN. 18, 1984.
During This Period Anyone Can Purchase Any .Amount Of Spacesiknd Get One Free For Each
One Purchased. Sale Also On Special Marker And Matisolgum Crypts. All erice Increases Won't
Be Made Until Sale Is Oyer, This is Being _Done In Response To,Frni[iFis Who Wished To
Purchase During Our Sale And Were Unable To Do So Because -Of The Mid Weather.
'Thanks To The Many, Many Families Who Purchased During Our Sale.
Call Us Today At Murray Memorial Gardens Hwy 641 N. 753-2654
•-eve.wo isie.ewasino-ese.eseep.se-ear,NT.",

